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About the Author, 385
Abstract Issues, Specific Examples, 4, 93, 125, 156
academic language, 272, 321, 343
accents. See dialect
Accentuate the Positive (Tightening Up Sentences), 323, 356
action words
 action verbs, 266
adding to facts, 246
matching to meaning, 375
Act It Out . . . Then Get It Down, 210, 215
Add a Page, Subtract a Page, 166, 170
Add Detail to Make Pictures Easier to Read, 37, 42
Addie on the Inside (Howe), 282
Add More to Your Pictures (Then, Maybe More to Your Words!), 210, 213, 220
adjectives
 Seesaw Structure, 203
 when to keep, when to cut, 258–59, 286
adverbs
 replacing with verbs, 289
 when to keep, when to cut, 258–59, 285–86
aesthetics, rereading for, 227
After "The End": Teaching and Learning Creative Revision (Lane), 240, 256, 375–76
all-about books, informational/nonfiction
 writing in, 7
All About or One Time? 166, 172
alliteration, defined and examples, 269, 277. See also wordplay
Allow Your Writing to Bring Joy to Others, 388
All the Small Poems and Fourteen More (Worth), 218
All the Water in the World (Lyons), 100, 346
alphabet charts
 appropriate uses for, 36
 and associating sounds and letters, 300
 for upper/lower case letter recognition, 302
 for writing letters, 303
alphabetization, 304
Alphabox, 260, 268
Already Ready: Nurturing Writers in Preschool and Kindergarten (Ray and Glover), 38–40, 44, 49
Always Times, One Time, 92, 112
Amazing Salamanders (Shanahan), 227
“and,” deciding when to use or omit, 330
analogy
 elaboration using, 233
 generalizing spelling rules using, 295, 311
Anderson, Carl
 Assessing Writers, 2–3, 163
 How’s It Going? 30
 Strategic Writing Conferences, xii
Anderson, Jeff, 345
To And or Not to And? 322, 330
anecdotal records
 establishing system for, 30–31
 recording storytelling on, 40
Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 251
Angelillo, Janet, 321, 334
Angled Summaries (reading strategy), 252
apostrophes
 Apostrophes for Contractions, 297, 317
 and plurals nouns, 314, 319
 To Apostrophe or Not to Apostrophe? (Possessives), 297, 318
arguments
 and identifying main idea, 156
 opinion/persuasive mode in, 8
 art. See drawing, representational; illustrations; writing craft
Audiences for Information, 167, 189
“Audiobook” or Podcast Using QR Codes, 387
The Art of Teaching Writing (Calkins), 27
“Ask Me About” Necklaces, 390
Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142
Ask Yourself Questions (and Then Answer Them), 93, 121
Assessing Writers (Anderson), 2–3
assessments. See also specific goals
 and anecdotal records, 30–31
 for choosing starting goals, 2–3
 engagement inventory, 57–58
 letter-sound identification, 300
 note-taking form for, 30–31
 readiness for writing labels, 43
 spelling skills, 295
assonance, defined and examples, 269
Aston, Dianna (A Butterfly Is Patient), 265
atlases, 291
Atwell, Nancie
 on collaborations in middle school, 361
 In the Middle, Third Edition: A Lifetime of Learning About Writing, Reading, and Adolescents, xii, 27, 59, 139–40, 146, 154–55, 199, 253, 283, 382
 on reimagining/reinventing favorite topics, 199
 on writers’ “territories,” 99
audience
 addressing directly, 188
 identifying and imagining, 63, 78, 120, 144
 for information writing, 189
 matching focus to, 143–44
 matching words to, 272, 281
 for opinion/persuasive writing, 8, 100
 writing for yourself, 71
 writing legibly, 303
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visiting websites of, 83
writing processes, 155
Author's Day, 384
Awakening the Heart: Exploring Poetry in Elementary and Middle School (Heard), 98

B
baby-naming books, 291
balanced literacy approaches, 26–27
On a Beam of Light: A Story of Albert Einstein (Berne), as big ending, 204
Because of Wynn Dixie (DiCamillo), flashbacks in, 256
Becker, Aaron (Journey), 255
Becker, Bonny (A Visitor for Bear), 141
Beef Up the Middle, 166, 176
The Beginner’s Guide to Running Away from Home (Huget), as example how-to, 173
beginning, middle, end structure
expanding, 170
identifying using chunks, 183
interconnecting, 202
introducing writers to, 36
and temporal sequences, 173–74
beginning writers. See also first grade; kindergarten
identifying level of instruction for, 5
and introducing dialogue
conventions, 334
introducing leads to, 187
and reading what is written, 326
spacing tools, 325
spelling skills, 294–95
and storytelling, 366
syntactical thresholds and run-on sentences, 330
tables of contents, 180
value of pictures, drawings for, 3
writing across pages, 170
writing processes, 10
Being a Writer program, 31
Be Patient, Go Slow, 211, 240
Be Realistic, 60, 88
For a Better World: Reading and Writing for Social Action (Bomer), 100, 125, 156
Be Your Own Hardest Critic, 211, 248
Bhanshaly, Viraj (“Blue Whale”), 140
Big Blue Whale (Davies), 140
The Big Book of Details: 46 Moves for Teaching Writers to Elaborate (Linder), 239
big idea, 141, 204
Billy Twitters and His Blue Whale Problem (Barnett), and approaches to writing about whales, 140
biography, 7, 94, 204
Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life (Lamott), 83
Bleichman, Pat, 68
blockages
and dealing with self-doubt, 88
helping students overcome, 84
blogs
celebrating writing in, 167
identifying audience for, 149
as mentor texts, 143
rehearsing content for, 167
as source of information, 149
Bomer, Katherine (The Journey Is Everything), 95
Bookbinding, 395
booklets
helping student use properly, 49
modeling with samples, 50
Uh-Oh . . . UH-OH . . . Phew, 175
books
and standard vs. nonstandard English, 328
structure of, assessing understanding of, 46
writing, breaking into chapters, 83
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Boys of Blur (Wilson), dialog tags in, 226
brainstorming. See also imagination, imagining; notebooks
about feelings, 130, 185
freewriting, 155
identifying ways to problem solve, 67
title possibilities, 139
topics and ideas, 5, 148, 153, 159
word choices, 236, 265, 269, 271
word mapping, 119
Brave Irene (Steig), person vs. nature theme in, 128
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 76, 384, 390
Breathing In, Breathing Out: Keeping a Writer’s Notebook (Fletcher), 71, 74, 103, 109, 121–22, 244, 273
Breathing Life into Essays (Calkins and Gillette), 221, 252
brevity, 18, 293
Bring in the Periphery, 211, 241
Bring Objects to Life, 260, 265
Brinkloe, Julie (Fireflies), 237
Brooks, Gwendolyn (“We Real Cool”), 107
Bruno, Elsa Knight (Punctuation Celebration), 333
Bryant, Jen (The Right Word: Roget and His Thesaurus), 267
Bulletin Board, 394
Bully (Seeger) focused topic in, 156
pictorial symbolism in, 255
Burleigh, Robert (Hoops), 270
Burton, Virginia Lee (Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel), 265
A Butterfly Is Patient (Aston), 265
C
cadence
communicating tone using, 280
examples, 247, 249
introducing, 244
Calkins, Lucy
revision pens, 68
writing workshop approach, 2, 27
Campfire celebration, 393
Capelli, Rose (Mentor Texts and Nonfiction Mentor Texts), 26
capitalization
introducing, 302
speeches, dialogue, 334
carets, 219, 326
Catching Up on Conventions: Grammar Lessons for Middle School Writers (Francois and Zonana), 314, 316–17, 319, 328, 343–44, 358
Celebrate the Journey, 390
celebrating writing
About the Author, 385
Allow Your Writing to Bring Joy to Others, 388
approaches, overview, 384
“Ask Me About” Necklaces, 390
“Audiobook” or Podcast Using QR Codes, 387
Author’s Day, 384
Bookbinding, 395
Bulletin Board, 394
Campfire, 393
Celebrate the Journey, 390
Chalkabration, 391
Connect with the Art Teacher, 393
Create a Class Book, 389
Create a Portfolio, 388
Cross-Grade Buddy Reading, 389
Family Writing Workshop, 395
Fancy Publishing, 392
Gallery Walk, 386
Give a Gift, 395
Illustrator—Author Match-Ups, 386
Letter (or Tweet) to the Author, 390
Library Ribbon Cutting, 392
Mentor Author Inspiration, 394
Placemats, 394
Poetry Slam/Coffeehouse, 388
Popcorn and a Movie, 393
Powerful Lines, 387
Reader’s Theater, 385
Send Your Writing Out in the World, 388
Skype, 391
Slumber Party, 392
Small-Group Shares, 391
Speed Share, 392
Symphony Share, 387
Time in the Author’s Chair, 385
Toast! 389
T-shirt Publishing, 393
Weeblys, Wikis, and Blogs, 390
Changes and Choices, 362, 382
Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245
Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211, 251
characters
describing obstacles faced by, 106, 185
and dialog, speech patterns, 226, 244
fleshing out, adding feelings, 232
fleshing out, adding details, 42, 106, 376
historical, 245
introducing in new paragraphs, 342
mixing and matching story elements, 118
naming, 291
and parallel story structures, 205
placing within a setting, 237
visualizing, 231, 238
words spoken by, as ending, 179
writing from the perspective of, 242–43
charts
helpful, characteristics, 23–24
mixing and matching story elements, 118
and moving from vague to precise wording, 284
as spelling aid, 307
as tool for encouraging experimentation, 81
using effectively, 24–25, 65
tense
vowel charts, 305
word walls, 304
Check for Homophones, 297, 312, 316
checklists
for determining if writing is finished, 66
for editing, 327
qualities of good writing, 19
when working with partners, 365
in writing centers, 21–22
Chicken Sunday (Polacco), use of dashes, 349
Childtimes: A Three-Generation Memoir (Greenfield), 113
Chin Drops, 297, 309
Choose Your Pronouns, 261, 281
choosing process
for goals, 2
strategies
Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142
Craft a Thesis, 135, 153
Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143
Focus in Time, 135, 137
Focus on an Issue, 135, 156
Imagine Your Audience and Consider Your Purpose, 135, 144
Let Available Source Steer Your Focus, 135, 159
Their Topic, Your Idea, 135, 148
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 135, 145
Write a Title, 135, 139
Zoom In on a Moment of Importance, 135, 141
and the writing process for grades K–2, 10
and the writing process for grades 3–8, 13
chunks, chunking, 183
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Circles and Sticks, 37, 51
circular texts, 202
Cisneros, Sandra (“Eleven”), 202
capping out rhythms, 271, 308
clarity. See also meaning, intention
accentuating the positive, 356
editing for, 345
going feedback from partners on, 370, 374
of paragraph starters, 339
punctuation for, 336, 346, 348
rephrasing for, 357
Clark, Brian (“10 Steps to Becoming a Better Writer,” 85
Clark, Roy Peter, 90
classrooms. See also mentor texts; writing centers
creating space for conferences, 80
and flexible seating, 62
and partner spaces, 371
as writing environments, 19
writing folders, 10–12
writing implements, 68
writing paper, 219
collections
identifying themes/patterns in, 151
and revisiting words and favorite lines, 273
Written Response, 90–91
Collect Triggers, 93, 122
colons
Colons, 322, 333
indicating pauses using, 350
Coman, Carolyn (What Jamie Saw), 291
combining sentences, 345. See also
compound sentences; run-on sentences
combining words, 274
Coming Full Circle, 167, 197, 202
commas
and grouped words, 337
indicating pauses using, 350
and meaning, inflection, 336
role in combining sentences, 345
comparing/contrasting, 203
complexity, encouraging in emergent writers, 42
complex sentences, 323, 330, 331, 347
compliments, as part of feedback, 19
Composing with Pictures goal
and drawing as form of communication, 34–35, 53
identifying students who would benefit from, 361
importance, approaches, 360–61
strategies
Changes and Choices, 362, 382
Code the Text, 362, 380
Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376
Form a Club, 362, 377
Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
Interrupt Your Partner, 362, 375
Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going), 362, 368
Partner Space, 362, 371
PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373
Storytelling from Sketches, 362, 366
Storytelling to Figure Out Point of View and Perspective, 362, 378
Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Tell Me: Does It Make Sense? 362, 370, 374
Tell Me: How Does It Affect You? 379
Use a Partner to Hear More Sounds in Words, 362, 364
Using Partners to Make Writing More Readable, 362, 365
Written Response, 362, 381
Look Back and Say, “How Can I Make This Clearer?” 37, 44
Make Your Pictures Look like the Picture in Your Mind, 37, 45
Point Around the Picture, 37, 39
Reread Your Pictures So It Sounds like a Storybook, 37, 40
Reread Your Pictures to Teach, 37, 41
A Series of Pictures to Show Change, 37, 50
Talk as You Draw, 37, 38
Touch, Then Draw, 37, 53
You Can Come Back to a Piece and Do More, 37, 47
compound sentences
connectors for, 348
creating, 331
computer spell-checks, 315
concepts. See topics, ideas, 46
conciseness, 293
Conclude with the Big Idea, 167, 197, 204
conclusions. See endings, conclusions
conferences, one-to-one
and brainstorming solutions to problems, 67
managing, 29–30
planning writing time during, 72
conjunctions. See also run-on sentences
for connecting sentences, 339, 348
“and,” deciding to use or omit, 330
and run-on sentences, 346
connections/contextualizing
and drawing across multiple pages, 50
and word mapping, 119
Connect with the Art Teacher, 393
Consult a Fellow Writer, 60, 80
Consult the Alphabet Chart, 297, 300
content areas, writing within, 32
content charts, 25
continuous actions, verbs for, 358
contractions, 317. See also apostrophes
contrast
as approach to elaboration, 203, 239
in compound sentences, 348
and seesaw structures, 203
starting writing with, 207

criticism. See feedback, personalized/targeted

Cross-Grade Buddy Reading, 389

Crow Call (Lowry)

setting in, 237

use of precise nouns in, 264

Cruz, Colleen, 291

Cut It to the Bone, 135, 146

cutting and rearranging writing, 146, 193

D

Dahl, Roald, themed writing, 99

Daily 5 "Work on Writing" approach, using strategies with, 31
daily goals, setting, 72
daily journal approach to writing instruction, using strategies with, 32
dashes

Dashes strategy, 323, 349

using, 350

A Dash of Style: The Art and Mastery of Punctuation (Lukeman), 354

Davies, Nicola

Big Blue Whale, 140

Tiny Creatures: The World of Colons, 333

What's Eating You: Parasites—the Inside Story, 234

Dean, Deborah, 345

Dear Deer: A Book of Homophones (Barretta), 316

Decide a Piece Is "Finished" (for Now)—and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
decorative sentences, 331, 335

Deedy, Carmen Agra (Martina, the Beautiful Cockroach: A Cuban Folktale), 179

Defining Moments, 93, 130
definitions, using to support facts, 233

De La Peña, Matt (Last Stop on Market Street), 328
demonstration notebooks, 25
dependent clauses, 347
details, descriptive. See also Elaboration (goal)

adding to events, 220

adding to the middle of a story, 176

adding using flaps and carets, 219

communicating tone using, 280
distinguishing from clutter, 208–9

for facial expressions, 280

for physical characteristics, 238

for revealing emotions, 225, 251

for setting, place, 224, 237

as supports to central focus/idea, 150, 157

for time, passage of time, 224

and unnecessary adjectives and adverbs, 286

using contrast, 203, 239

using photographs and illustrations to imagine, 222

and visualizing characters, 231
developing process

Alphabox, 260, 268

Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252

Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142

Audiences for Information, 167, 189

Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76

Bring Objects to Life 1–8, 260, 265

Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245

Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211, 251

Chin Drops, 297, 309

Circle and Spell, 297, 313

Clue In the Reader to the Past (Flashback), 211, 256

Coming Full Circle, 167, 202

Craft an "Elevator Speech," 135, 152

Craft a Thesis, 135, 153

Create Urgency, 166, 186

Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376

Draw Your Layout, 167, 190

Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237

Dashes strategy, 323, 349

using, 350

A Dash of Style: The Art and Mastery of Punctuation (Lukeman), 354

Davies, Nicola

Big Blue Whale, 140

Tiny Creatures: The World of Colons, 333

What's Eating You: Parasites—the Inside Story, 234

Dean, Deborah, 345

Dear Deer: A Book of Homophones (Barretta), 316

Decide a Piece Is "Finished" (for Now)—and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
decorative sentences, 331, 335

Deedy, Carmen Agra (Martina, the Beautiful Cockroach: A Cuban Folktale), 179

Defining Moments, 93, 130
definitions, using to support facts, 233

De La Peña, Matt (Last Stop on Market Street), 328
demonstration notebooks, 25
dependent clauses, 347
details, descriptive. See also Elaboration (goal)

adding to events, 220

adding to the middle of a story, 176

adding using flaps and carets, 219

communicating tone using, 280
distinguishing from clutter, 208–9

for facial expressions, 280

for physical characteristics, 238

for revealing emotions, 225, 251

for setting, place, 224, 237

as supports to central focus/idea, 150, 157

for time, passage of time, 224

and unnecessary adjectives and adverbs, 286

using contrast, 203, 239

using photographs and illustrations to imagine, 222

and visualizing characters, 231
developing process

Alphabox, 260, 268

Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252

Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142

Audiences for Information, 167, 189

Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76

Bring Objects to Life 1–8, 260, 265

Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245

Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211, 251

Chin Drops, 297, 309

Circle and Spell, 297, 313

Clue In the Reader to the Past (Flashback), 211, 256

Coming Full Circle, 167, 202

Craft an "Elevator Speech," 135, 152

Craft a Thesis, 135, 153

Create Urgency, 166, 186

Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376

Draw Your Layout, 167, 190

Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237
developing process, continued
External Character Description, 210
Find a Theme in Your Collection, 135, 151
Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143
Focus in Time, 135, 137
Focus on an Image, 135, 150
Focus on an Issue, 135, 156
Headings, Subheadings, Sub-subheadings, 167, 200
How Does Your Character Talk? 211, 244
Hyperbole, 260, 278
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Imagine Your Audience and Consider Your Purpose, 135, 144
Interrupt Your Partner, 362, 375
Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
Keeping a Research Notebook, 210, 229
Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167
Leading with Contrast, 167, 207
Let Available Source Steer Your Focus, 135, 159
Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254
Live Like Someone Consumed by a Project, 60, 86
Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
Make Your Own Word, 260, 274
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Multiscene Storyboarding, 167, 196
Name Your Characters and Places, 261, 291
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
Organize in Sequence, 166, 174
Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191
Parallel Story, 167, 205
Part-by-Part Spelling, 297, 308
Person vs. Nature, 93, 128
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Picture Your Character, 211, 238
PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373
Problem-Solution Structure for Persuasive Writing, 167, 197
Prove It, 210, 221
Question-Answer, 166, 177
Read, Sketch, Stretch, 210, 230
Read Mentor Texts with Two Lenses: Information, Aesthetic, 210, 227
Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195
Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228
Rhyme Time, 260, 276
Rhythm, 260, 270
Rule of Threes, 211, 253
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
Shape Your Focus with Active Verbs, 135, 160
Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance, 260, 269
The “So What?” Rule, 135, 154
Spelling as Best You Can—with the First Go, 297, 306
Start with a Character, 92, 106
Start with a Plan in Mind, 166, 185
Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180
Storytelling from Sketches, 362, 366
Storytelling to Figure Out Point of View and Perspective, 362, 378
Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77
Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Talk to Yourself, 211, 250
Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 166, 173
Tell What It’s Not (to Say What It Is), 211, 239
Their Topic, Your Idea, 135, 148
Uh-Oh . . . UH-OH . . . Phew, 166, 175
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Use Empathy to Figure Out What to Add, 211, 242
Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive, 211, 246
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Word Mapping, 93, 119
Write a Title, 135, 139
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260
Writing Through a Mask (Perspective and Point of View), 211, 243
Written Response, 362, 381
diagrams, teaching with, 217, 222, 230, 320.
See also Composing with Pictures goal; drawings
dialect, 244–45
dialogue, 226
enhancing, using partner feedback for, 375
historically accurate, 245
punctuating and paragraphing, 334
using natural speech patterns, 244
using speech bubbles, 214
DiCamillo, Kate
The Tales of Despereaux, 249
use of flashbacks, 256
dictionaries, 307
Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376
Digital Campus course (Martinelli and Mraz), 23
directives, as part of feedback, 19
DIY Literacy (K. and M. Roberts), 24
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Dog Heaven (Rylant), use of ellipses in, 329
Don’t Overdo It! 322, 332
Dorfman, Lynne R. (Mentor Texts and Nonfiction Mentor Texts), 26
drafting process
avoiding self-censorship, 158
for beginning writers, 10
for experienced writers, 13
and focusing on a single image, 150
and getting arguments down on paper, 152
leaving “holes” to fill in later, 206
outlines, multiple, writing from, 191
storyboarding for, 196
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Issues, Specific Examples, 93, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act It Out . . . Then Get It Down, 210, 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add Detail to Make Pictures Easier to Read, 37, 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add More to Your Pictures (Then, Maybe More to Your Words!), 210, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabox, 260, 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be Patient, Go Slow, 211, 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bring in the Periphery, 211, 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bring Objects to Life, 260, 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211, 251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin Drops, 297, 309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose Your Pronouns, 261, 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle and Spell, 297, 313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circles and Sticks, 37, 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clue In the Reader to the Past (Flashback), 211, 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colons, 322, 333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coming Full Circle, 167, 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclude with the Big Idea, 167, 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consult the Alphabet Chart, 297, 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draw (the Best You Can) and Move On!, 37, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing with Shapes, 37, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draw Out (Don’t Summarize) to Build Suspense, 167, 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew the People? Draw the Place!, 37, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellipses, 322, 329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End in the Moment, 166, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Draft to Find Focus, 135, 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Character Description, 210, 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger Space, 322, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Found Poems, 93, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Does Your Character Talk? 211, 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperbole, 260, 278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagine It, Make It! 37, 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular Verbs and Subject–Verb Agreement, 323, 344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label Your Pictures, 37, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading with Contrast, 167, 207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left to Right, 37, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let Your Readers Know Who’s Talking! 210, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Like Someone Consumed by a Project, 60, 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long or Short Word? 297, 298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Your Own Word, 260, 274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Your Pictures and Your Words Agree, 135, 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Your Pictures Look like the Picture in Your Mind, 37, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Your Characters and Places, 261, 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative + Negative = Positive, 323, 343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe Closely, 92, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over and Over, 93, 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph Starters, 322, 339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Story, 167, 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parenthetic Expressions, 323, 352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-by-Part Spelling, 297, 308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, “How?” 210, 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Books, 166, 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo Starts, 92, 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictures Teach, Words Teach, 210, 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture Your Character, 211, 238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-Solution Structure for Persuasive Writing, 167, 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prove It, 210, 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuating (and Paragraphing) Speech, 322, 334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question-Answer, 166, 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Aloud to Find “Clunks,” 260, 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Mentor Texts with Two Lenses: Information, Aesthetic, 210, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revisit the Language Gems in Your Notebook, 260, 273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhyme Time, 260, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm, 260, 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule of Threes, 211, 253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say Say Say, Sketch Sketch Sketch, Write Write Write, 166, 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seesaw Structure, 167, 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Series of Pictures to Show Change, 37, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shades of Meaning, 260, 267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice, 60, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance, 260, 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech Bubbles Let Your Characters Talk, 210, 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spell as Best You Can—on the First Go, 297, 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Your Facts, 210, 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
drafting process, strategies, continued
Talk as You Draw, 37, 38
Talk like a Turtle, 297, 299
Talk to Yourself, 211, 250
Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 166, 173
Teach with Diagrams, 210, 217
Tell What It's Not (to Say What It Is), 211, 239
Their Topic, Your Idea, 135, 148
Touch, Then Draw, 37, 53
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Use Empathy to Figure Out What to Add, 211, 242
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Vary Words to Eliminate Repetition, 261, 279
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Vowel Charts for the Middles of Words, 297, 305
Watch Your Tone, 261, 280
Weave in Symbolism, 211, 255
When Did the Action Happen? (Simple, Continuous, and Perfect Tenses), 323, 358
Words That Match the Audience, 260, 272
Write, Reread, Write, Reread, Repeat, 297, 301
Write the Bones, Then Go Back to Flesh It Out, 167, 206
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260, 263
Write Word Wall Words in a Snap! 297, 304
Writing Across the Pages, 37, 49
Writing Through a Mask (Perspective and Point of View), 211, 243
Written Response, 362, 381
You Can Come Back to a Piece and Do More, 37, 47
drafts. See also notebooks, journals cutting unnecessary text, 146
multiple, obtaining feedback about, 382 reading aloud, 340 stored, as source for themes, 151
dramatic effect, exaggeration, 254
drawing, sketching. See also Composing with Pictures goal; imagination, imagining; photographs, illustrations;
Storyboarding as basis for pattern books, 168
for clarifying information and relationships, 230
and drawing beginning, middle, and end, 168
and drawing meaningful objects, 105
as extensions of the written words, 136
focusing topics using, 150
as form of symbolism, 255
labels, as tool for elaborating, 217
and layouts, 190
multi-scene Storyboarding, 196
planning using, 136
strategies
Draw Your Layout, 167, 190
Pattern Books, 166, 168
Read, Sketch, Stretch, 210, 230
Say Say Say, Sketch Sketch Sketch, Write Write Write, 166, 169
Storytelling from Sketches, 362, 366
Draw Out (Don't Summarize) to Build Suspense, 167, 194
Drum Dream Girl (Engle), 107
dumpers vs. plodders, 206

E

Eat It, Print It (Vernali), lists in, 50
Eats, Shoots & Leaves: Why, Commas Really Do Make a Difference! (Truss), on the importance of punctuation, 336
editing process
for beginning writers, 10
editing checklists, 327
for experienced writers, 13
strategies
Accentuate the Positive (Tightening Up Sentences), 323, 356
Add Detail to Make Pictures Easier to Read, 37, 42
To Apostrophe or Not to Apostrophe? (Possessives), 297, 318
Apostrophes for Contractions, 297, 317
Check for Homophones, 297, 316
Chin Drops, 297, 309
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Colons, 322, 333
Considering Sentence Length, 323, 354
Consult the Alphabet Chart, 297, 300
Creating Compound Sentences, 323, 348
Dashes, 323, 349
Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now)--and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Don’t Overdo It! 322, 332
Group Words for Comprehension: Commas, 322, 337
Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
I or Me? Us or We? They or Them? 323, 351
Irregular Verbs and Subject–Verb Agreement, 323, 344
Knowing When You Need a New Paragraph, 323, 342
Long or Short Word? 297, 298
Look Back and Say, “How Can I Make This Clearer?” 37, 44
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Making It Plural (While Changing the Base Word) 4, 297, 319
Match the Number of the Subject to the Number of the Verb, 322, 341
Negative + Negative = Positive, 323, 343
To And or Not to And? 322, 330
Paragraph Starters, 322, 339
Parenthetic Expressions, 323, 352
Part-by-Part Spelling, 297, 308
Pause for Periods, 322, 335
Penmanship Counts! 297, 303
PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373
Punctuating (and Paragraphing) Speech, 322, 334
Read with Your Finger, 322, 326
Read Your Draft Aloud, and Listen, 322, 340
Read Your Writing Backward (and Catch Spelling Mistakes!), 297, 312
Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist, 322, 327
Rephrase for Clarity, 323, 357
Revising Run-On Sentences, 323, 346
Say It with Feeling! 322, 338
Semicolons, 323, 355
Talk like a Turtle, 297, 299
Turn to Spell-Check, 297, 315
Use a Partner to Hear More Sounds in Words, 362, 364
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Using Partners to Make Writing More Readable, 362, 365
Verb Tense Consistency Within a Sentence, 323, 353
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Voice Comma, 322, 336
Vowel Charts for the Middles of Words, 297, 305
When Did the Action Happen? (Simple, Continuous, and Perfect Tenses), 323, 358
When’s It Big? When’s It Small? 297, 302
Write Word Wall Words in a Snap! 297, 304
Written Response, 362, 381
editorials, 8
Eight Days Gone (McReynolds), and cutting down words to essentials, 275
eighth grade collaborations in, 361

expectations for writing volume. 58–59
informational progression, expected understanding, 165
narrative progression, expected understanding, 163
opinion progression, expected understanding, 164

strategies
Abstract Issues, Specific Examples, 93, 125
Accentuate the Positive (Tightening Up Sentences), 323, 356
Alphabox, 260, 268
Always Times, One Time, 92, 112
Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252
To Apostrophe or Not to Apostrophe? (Possessives), 297, 318
Apostrophes for Contractions, 297, 317
Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142
Ask Yourself Questions (and Then Answer Them), 93, 121
Audiences for Information, 167, 189
Be Patient, Go Slow, 211, 240
Be Realistic, 60, 88
Be Your Own Harshest Critic, 211, 248
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
Bring in the Periphery, 211, 241
Bring Objects to Life 1–8, 260, 265
Changes and Choices, 362, 382
Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245
Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211, 251
Check for Homophones, 297, 316
Choose Your Pronouns, 261, 281
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Clever Titles, Headings, and Subheadings, 260, 277
Clue In the Reader to the Past (Flashback), 211, 256
Code the Text, 362, 380
Collect Triggers, 93, 122
Colons, 322, 333
Coming Full Circle, 167, 202
Conclude with the Big Idea, 167, 204
Considering Sentence Length, 323, 354
Consult a Fellow Writer, 60, 80
Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
Cracking Open Verbs, 211, 236
Craft an “Elevator Speech,” 135, 152
Craft a Thesis, 135, 153
Create Urgency, 166, 186
Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
Creating Complex Sentences, 323, 347
Creating Compound Sentences, 323, 348
Cut It to the Bone, 135, 146
Dashes, 323, 349
Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now)--and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Defining Moments, 93, 130
Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Don’t Overdo It! 322, 332
Draw Out (Don’t Summarize) to Build Suspense, 167, 194
Draw Your Layout, 167, 190
Eliminating Repetition with Sentence Combining, 323, 345
Ellipses, 322, 329
End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179
Experimental Draft to Find Focus, 135, 158
Experiment with Change, 60, 81
Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237
External Character Description, 210, 231
Find a Theme in Your Collection, 135, 151
Find Characters and Ideas in the World, 93, 129
eighth grade, strategies, continued
Find the Heart, 135, 138
Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143
Flaps and Carets, 210, 219
Focus on an Image, 135, 150
Focus on an Issue, 135, 156
Form a Club, 362, 377
Found Poems, 93, 115
Get Sparked by Setting, 92, 110
Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247
Give Yourself Exercises/Assignments, 92, 109
Group Words for Comprehension:
Commas, 322, 337
Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
Gut Check Each Word, 261, 283
Heads, Subheads, Sub-Subheads, 167, 200
Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
How Does Your Character Talk? 211, 244
Hyperbole, 260, 278
Ideas for Other Genres Might Be Hiding in Plain Sight! 93, 113
If It Could Go on Facebook, You Can Jot It in a Notebook, 93, 120
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Imagine Your Audience and Consider Your Purpose, 135, 144
Important People, 92, 94
Interrupt Your Partner, 362, 375
Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
I or Me? Us or We? They or Them? 323, 351
Irregular Verbs and Subject–Verb Agreement, 323, 344
Jot Today, Write Tomorrow, 92, 108
Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
Keeping a Research Notebook, 210, 229
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/ Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
Knowing When You Need a New Paragraph, 323, 342
Know When to Keep an Adverb, 261, 285
Lay Out Pages to See the Architecture, 167, 192
Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167, 188
Leading with Contrast, 167, 207
Leave Only the Essential Words, 260, 275
Let Available Source Steer Your Focus, 135, 159
Let Your Readers Know What’s Talking! 210, 226
Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
Live Like Someone Consumed by a Project, 60, 86
Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
Make It a Habit, 60, 85
Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
Make Your Own Word, 260, 274
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Making It Plural (While Changing the Base Word) 4, 297, 319
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Match the Number of the Subject to the Number of the Verb, 322, 341
Mentor Sentence, 211, 249
Mine Mentor Texts for Topics, 92, 104
Mix and Match Story Elements, 93, 118
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
Moving Quickly (or Slowly) Through Time, 167, 198
Multiscene Storyboarding, 167, 196
Name Your Characters and Places, 261, 291
Negative + Negative = Positive, 323, 343
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
Not “So” “Very” “Nice,” 261, 284
“Nudge” Paper, 210, 216
Observe Closely, 92, 96
Omit Needless Words, 261, 293
One Bite at a Time, 60, 83
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260
Organize in Sequence, 166, 174
Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191
Over and Over, 93, 116
Paragraph Starters, 322, 339
Parallel Story, 167, 205
Parenthetic Expressions, 323, 352
Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, “How?” 210, 234
Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going), 362, 369
Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track, 60, 70
Partner Space, 362, 371
Parts of a Topic: Features and Characteristics, 166, 181, 182
Pause for Periods, 322, 335
The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword, 60, 68
Person vs. Nature, 93, 128
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done), 60, 63
Picture Your Character, 211, 238
Play with Pauses, 323, 350
PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373
Precise Nouns, 260, 264
Problem-Solution Structure for Persuasive Writing, 167, 197
Prove It, 210, 221
Punctuating (and Paragraphing) Speech, 322, 334
Purposefully Wander, 93, 124
Read, Sketch, Stretch, 210, 230
Read Aloud to Find “Clunks,” 260, 271
Read Mentor Texts with Two Lenses: Information, Aesthetic, 210, 227
Read Something on an Unfamiliar Topic, 93, 127
Read Your Draft Aloud, and Listen, 322, 340
Read Your Writing Backward (and Catch Spelling Mistakes!), 297, 312
Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist, 322, 327
Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195
Reread and Look for Patterns, 92, 99
Reread to Jump Back In, 60, 73
Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228
Revising Run-On Sentences, 323, 346
Rewire a Line (Again and Again), 261, 288
Rhythm, 260, 270
Rule of Threes, 211, 253
Say It with Feeling! 322, 338
Scan the Newspaper, 93, 126
Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later), 92, 103
Seesaw Structure, 167, 203
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
Semicolons, 323, 355
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
Shades of Meaning, 260, 267
Shape Your Focus with Active Verbs, 135, 160
Short→Long→Short, 261, 282
Show, Don’t Tell: Emotions, 210, 225
Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice, 60, 71
Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance, 260, 269
The “So What? Rule, 135, 154
Specific, Definite, Concrete: Allow Your Words to Call Up Pictures, 261, 292
Start with a Character, 92, 106
Start with an Outlandish Claim, 93, 131
Start with a Plan in Mind, 166, 185
Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180
Storytelling to Figure Out Point of View and Perspective, 362, 378
Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77
Subtopics Hiding in Topics, 93, 123
Support Your Facts, 210, 233
Surprising Nouns, 261, 290
Surprising Verbs, 261, 289
Take a Piece, Rework the Genre or Structure Several Times, 167, 199
Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo, 210, 222
Take Scissors to Your Draft, 167, 193
Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Talk to Yourself, 211, 250
Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 166, 173
Teach with Diagrams, 210, 217
Tell Me: Does It Make Sense? 362, 370
Tell Me: Does It Match My Intention? 362, 374
Tell Me: How Does It Affect You? 362, 379
Tell What It’s Not (to Say What It Is), 211, 239
Their Topic, Your Idea, 135, 148
These Are a Few of My Favorite Things, 92, 105
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
Turn to Spell-Check, 297, 315
Underline One Line (That Says the Most), 135, 147
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Use Empathy to Figure Out What to Add, 211, 242
Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive, 211, 246
Use the Room, 60, 65
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Vary Words to Eliminate Repetition, 261, 279
Verbs That Match the Meaning, 260, 266
Verb Tense Consistency Within a Sentence, 323, 353
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Voice Comma, 322, 336
Walk Your World, 92, 101
Watch Your Tone, 261, 280
Weave in Symbolism, 211, 255
Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201
What Else Happened?” 210, 220
What Problem Are You Solving? 135, 157
When Did the Action Happen? (Simple, Continuous, and Perfect Tenses), 323, 358
Why Do You Write? 60, 82
Wonder, “What if…?” 93, 117
Word Mapping, 93, 119
Words That Match the Audience, 260, 272
Work for More-Precise Language (by Taking Out Adjectives and Adverbs), 261, 286–87
Write About a Pebble, 135, 140
Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 135, 145
Write a Title, 135, 139
Write “Off the Page,” 135, 155
Writers Are Problem Solvers, 60, 67
Write the Bones, Then Go Back to Flesh It Out, 167, 206
Write the “Inside Story,” 210, 232
Write to Vent, Then Turn to Your Project, 60, 87
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260, 263
Writing Through a Mask (Perspective and Point of View), 211, 243
eighth grade, strategies, continued

Writing to Change the World! 92, 100
Written Response, 362, 381
Your Aim: Black on White, 60, 84
Zoom In on a Moment of Importance, 135, 141

Elaboration goal. See also details, descriptive

and brainstorming/freewriting, 155
example support strategy for, 17–18
genre and, 17
identifying students who would benefit from, 209
importance, 208
interconnection with other goals, 3
and multiscene storyboarding, 196
purpose, 4
and repetitive structures, 195

strategies

Act It Out . . . Then Get It Down, 210, 215
Add More to Your Pictures (Then, Maybe More to Your Words!), 210, 213
Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 251
Be Patient, Go Slow, 211, 240
Be Your Own Harshest Critic, 211, 248
Bring in the Periphery, 211, 241
Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245
Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211, 251
Clue In the Reader to the Past (Flashback), 211, 256
Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
Cracking Open Verbs, 211
Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237
External Character Description, 210, 231
Flaps and Carets, 210, 219
Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247
How Does Your Character Talk? 211, 244
Keeping a Research Notebook, 210, 229
Let Your Readers Know Who's Talking! 210, 226
Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254
Mentor Sentence, 211, 249
"Nudge" Paper, 210, 216
Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, "How?" 210, 234
Pictures Teach, Words Teach, 210, 212
Picture Your Character, 211, 238
Prove It, 210, 221
Read, Sketch, Stretch, 210, 230
Read Mentor Texts with Two Lenses: Information, Aesthetic, 210, 227
Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228
Rule of Threes, 211, 253
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
Show, Don't Tell: Emotions, 210, 225
Show, Don't Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
Speech Bubbles Let Your Characters Talk, 210, 214
Support Your Facts, 210, 233
Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo, 210, 222
Talk to Yourself, 211, 250
Teach with Diagrams, 210, 217
Tell What It's Not (to Say What It Is), 211
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Use Empathy to Figure Out What to Add, 211, 242
Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive, 211, 246
Weave in Symbolism, 211, 255
What Else Happened?" 210, 220
Write the "Inside Story," 210, 232
Writing Through a Mask (Perspective and Point of View), 211, 243

The Elements of Style, Fourth Edition
(Strunk and White), 185, 193, 226, 286, 292–93, 318, 339, 341, 342, 352, 356–57
elevator speeches, 152
“Eleven” (Cisneros), as a circular text, 202
Eliminating Repetition with Sentence Combining, 323, 330–31, 335, 345
ellipses
Ellipses, 322, 329
impacts of using, 338
indicating pauses using, 350
overuse of, identifying and changing, 332
emergent/beginning writers
approaches to teaching, 36
balancing meaning and word-recognition, 300
cautions about overemphasizing spelling, 306
and composing with pictures, 35
helping focus on small moments, 141
rereading by, 47
strategies

Add Detail to Make Pictures Easier to Read, 37, 42
Circles and Sticks, 37, 51
Draw (the Best You Can) and Move On! 37, 54
Drawing with Shapes, 37, 52
Drew the People! Draw the Place! 37, 48
Imagine It, Make It! 37, 55
Label Your Pictures, 37, 43
Left to Right, 37, 46
Long or Short Word? 297, 298
Look Back and Say, “How Can I Make This Clearer?” 37, 44
Make Your Pictures Look like the Picture in Your Mind, 37, 45
Pattern Books, 166, 168
Point Around the Picture, 37, 39
Reread Your Pictures So It Sounds like a Storybook, 37, 40
Reread Your Pictures to Teach, 37, 41
A Series of Pictures to Show Change, 37, 50
Talk as You Draw, 37, 38
Talk like a Turtle, 297, 299
Touch, Then Draw, 37, 53
Writing Across the Pages, 37, 49
You Can Come Back to a Piece and Do More, 37, 47

emotions, feelings
communicating effectively, partner feedback for, 375, 379
communicating using punctuation, 338
communicating using word choices, 267, 280
describing, 225
empathy, as source of detail, 242
and experiencing character's feelings, 242
meaningful moments, describing, 130
meaningful objects, describing, 105
meaningful settings/places, describing, 110
revealing through gesture descriptions, 251
as source of ideas, 95, 98, 112
venting through freewriting, 87
and "walking in someone's shoes," 242
and writing about passions, 143

Empowering Writers program, 31

endings, conclusions
boxing off, then elaborating on
and brainstorming obstacles faced by characters, 185
importance, 178
in informational writing, 147
and problem-solution writing, 197
and resolution of problems/conflict, 185
strategies, 178
Conclude with the Big Idea, 179
End in the Moment, 166, 178
End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179

Enemy Pie (Munson), urgency in, 186
Energize Research Reading and Writing: Fresh Strategies to Spark Interest, Develop Independence, and Meet Key Common Core Standards (Lehman), 159

Engagement goal
assessing needs for support with, 57
and choosing own topics, 91
for emergent writers, 36
engagement inventory, 57–58
importance, 56
principles underlying, 4

strategies
Be Realistic, 60, 88
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
Consult a Fellow Writer, 60, 80
Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
Decide a Piece Is "Finished" (for Now)--and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Experiment with Change, 60, 81
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Live Like Someone Consumed by a Project, 60, 86
Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
Make It a Habit, 60, 85
One Bite at a Time, 60, 83
Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track, 60, 70
The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword, 60, 68
Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done), 60, 63
Reread to Jump Back In, 60, 73
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice, 60, 71
Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77
Use the Room, 60, 65
Why Do You Write? 60, 82
Writers Are Problem Solvers, 60, 67
Write to Vent, Then Turn to Your Project, 60, 87
Your Aim: Black on White, 60, 84

Engle, Margarita (Drum Dream Girl), 107

essay writing
about important people, 94
hot spots strategy, 95
and identifying the purpose of writing, 154
opinion/persuasive mode in, 8

strategies
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Found Poems, 93, 115

The Essential Don Murray: Lessons from America's Greatest Writing Teacher (Murray), 68, 85
esential words, retaining in sentences, 275
events, important, as source for ideas, 112
eyeveryday language, 343. See also academic language
Every Living Thing (Rylant), animal symbolism in, 255
evidence
anecdotal, 252
as tool for clarifying ideas, 197
exaggeration, 254, 278
examples
and the rule of threes, overusing supporting facts using, 233
exclamation points
overusing, 332
using impactfully, 338
exemplar charts, purpose and example, 24
expectations
for emergent/beginning writers, 300
for partner spaces, 371
personal, and perfectionism, 88
and supporting goals/making goals visible, 18–19
for writers, by grade, 2
for writing time, 72
for writing volume, 58

experienced writers
composing with pictures, 3
and emphasizing correct spelling, 306
finding appropriate level of instruction for, 5
and freewriting to discover focus, 158
and identifying the central theme/message, 138
introducing subtopics, 180
and writing regularly, 85, 86
Experimental Draft to Find Focus, 135, 158
Experiment with Change, 60, 81
experts, imitating language used by, 263
Exploding Ants: Amazing Facts About How Animals Adapt (Settel), 227
exploratory drafts, 148
Explore Poetry (Graves), 95, 107, 114–16, 145, 147, 216, 241, 248, 266, 269, 374, 379
Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237
External Character Description, 210, 231

Facial expressions, describing, 251
Facts
developing subtopics from, 181–82
enlivening using imagery, 246
“invested,” in personal narrative and memoir, 254
supporting, approaches to, 233
unsupported, finding and fixing, 234
Family, as theme, 113
Family Writing Workshop, 395
Fancy Publishing, 392
Favreau, Jon, 270
Feedback. See also partnerships
ascertaining impacts of writing with help of partner, 379
being specific, 373
and feedback on multiple drafts, 382
form for, 19
importance of timing, 18
from partners
about clarity, 370
about different versions of stories, 378
and inviting questions, 369
positive, 70
praise, question, polish approach, 373
and self-criticism, 248
and sensitivity to nonnative speakers, 328
using symbol codes for, 380
written responses, 381
Feelings. See emotions, feelings
Fiction writing, fictional narratives
creating from personal narratives, 199
digging up details with help of partner, 376
finding ideas in newspapers, 126
strategies
Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237
Mix and Match Story Elements, 93, 118
Name Your Characters and Places, 205, 261, 291
Scan the Newspaper, 93, 126
Start with a Character, 92, 106
Wonder, “What if . . .?” 93, 117

Fifth grade
Expectations for Writing Volume, 58–59
informational writing, expected understanding of, 165
narrative writing, expected understanding of, 163
opinion writing, expected understanding of, 164

Strategies
Abstract Issues, Specific Examples, 93, 125
Alphabox, 260, 268
Always Times, One Time, 92, 112
Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252
To Apostrophe or Not to Apostrophe? (Possessives), 297, 318
Apostrophes for Contractions, 297, 317
Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142
Ask Yourself Questions (and Then Answer Them), 93, 121
Audiences for Information, 167, 189
Be Patient, Go Slow, 211, 240
Be Realistic, 60, 88
Be Your Own Harshest Critic, 211, 248
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
Bring in the Periphery, 211, 241
Bring Objects to Life 1–8, 260, 265
Changes and Choices, 362, 382
Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245
Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211, 251
Check for Homophones, 297, 316
Choose Your Pronouns, 261, 281
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Clever Titles, Headings, and Subheadings, 260, 277
Clue In the Reader to the Past (Flashback), 211, 256
Code the Text, 362, 380
Collect Triggers, 93, 122
Colons, 322, 333
Coming Full Circle, 167, 202
Conclude with the Big Idea, 167, 204
Considering Sentence Length, 323, 354
Consult a Fellow Writer, 60, 80
Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
Cracking Open Verbs, 211, 236
Craft an “Elevator Speech,” 135, 152
Craft a Thesis, 135, 153
Create Urgency, 166, 186
Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
Creating Complex Sentences, 323, 347
Creating Compound Sentences, 323, 348
Cut It to the Bone, 135, 146
Dashes, 323, 349
Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now)--and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Defining Moments, 93, 130
Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Don’t Overdo It! 322, 332
Draw Out (Don’t Summarize) to Build Suspense, 167, 194
Draw Your Layout, 167, 190
Eliminating Repetition with Sentence Combining, 323, 345
Ellipses, 322, 329
End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179
Experimental Draft to Find Focus, 135, 158
Experiment with Change, 60, 81
Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237
External Character Description, 210, 231
Find a Theme in Your Collection, 135, 151
Find Characters and Ideas in the World, 93, 129
Find the Heart, 135, 138
Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143
Flaps and Carets, 210, 219
Focus on an Image, 135, 150
Focus on an Issue, 135, 156
Form a Club, 362, 377
Found Poems, 93, 115
Get Sparked by Setting, 92, 110
Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247
Give Yourself Exercises/Assignments, 92, 109
Group Words for Comprehension: Commas, 322, 337
Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
Gut Check Each Word, 261, 283
Headings, Subheadings, Sub-Subheadings, 167, 200
Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
How Does Your Character Talk? 211, 244
Hyperbole, 260, 278
Ideas for Other Genres Might Be Hiding in Plain Sight! 93, 113
If It Could Go on Facebook, You Can Jot It in a Notebook, 93, 120
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Imagining Your Audience and Consider Your Purpose, 135, 144
Important People, 92, 94
Interrupt Your Partner, 362, 375
Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
I or Me? Us or We? They or Them? 323, 351
Irregular Verbs and Subject–Verb Agreement, 323, 344
Jot Today, Write Tomorrow, 92, 108
Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
Keeping a Research Notebook, 210, 229
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
Knowing When You Need a New Paragraph, 323, 342
Know When to Keep an Adverb, 261, 285
Lay Out Pages to See the Architecture, 167, 192
Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167, 188
Leading with Contrast, 167, 207
Leave Only the Essential Words, 260, 275
Let Available Source Steer Your Focus, 135, 159
Let Your Readers Know Who's Talking! 210, 226
Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
Live Like Someone Consumed by a Project, 60, 86
Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
Make It a Habit, 60, 85
Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
Make Your Own Word, 260, 274
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Making It Plural (While Changing the Base Word) 4, 297, 319
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Match the Number of the Subject to the Number of the Verb, 322, 341
Mentor Sentence, 211, 249
Mine Mentor Texts for Topics, 92, 104
Mix and Match Story Elements, 93, 118
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
Moving Quickly (or Slowly) Through Time, 167, 198
Multiscene Storyboarding, 167, 196
Name Your Characters and Places, 261, 291
Negative + Negative = Positive, 323, 343
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
Not "So" "Very" "Nice," 261, 284
To And or Not to And? 322, 330
"Nudge" Paper, 210, 216
Observe Closely, 92, 96
One Bite at a Time, 60, 83
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260, 262
Organize in Sequence, 166, 174
Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191
Over and Over, 93, 116
Paragraph Starters, 322, 339
Parallel Story, 167, 205
Parenthetic Expressions, 323, 352
Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, "How?" 210, 234
Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going), 362, 369
Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track, 60, 70
Partner Space, 362, 371
Parts of a Topic: Features and Characteristics, 166, 181, 182
Pause for Periods, 322, 335
The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword, 60, 68
Person vs. Nature, 93, 128
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done), 60, 63
Picture Your Character, 211, 238
Play with Pauses, 323, 350
fifth grade, strategies, continued

PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373
Precise Nouns, 260, 264
Problem-Solution Structure for Persuasive Writing, 167, 197
Prove It, 210, 221
Punctuating (and Paragraphing)
  Speech, 322, 334
Purposefully Wander, 93, 124
Read, Sketch, Stretch, 210, 230
Read Aloud to Find “Clunks,” 260, 271
Read Mentor Texts with Two Lenses: Information, Aesthetic, 210, 227
Read Something on an Unfamiliar Topic, 93, 127
Read Your Draft Aloud, and Listen, 322, 340
Read Your Writing Backward (and Catch Spelling Mistakes!), 297, 312
Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist, 322, 327
Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195
Reread and Look for Patterns, 92, 99
Reread to Jump Back In, 60, 73
Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228
Revising Run-On Sentences, 323, 346
Revisit the Language Gems in Your Notebook, 260, 273
Rewrite a Line (Again and Again and Again), 261, 288
Rhyme Time, 260, 276
Rhythm, 260, 270
Rule of Threes, 211, 253
Say It with Feeling! 322, 338
Scan the Newspaper, 93, 126
Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later), 92, 103
Seesaw Structure, 167, 203
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
Semicolons, 323, 355
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
Shades of Meaning, 260, 267
Shape Your Focus with Active Verbs, 135, 160
Short→Long→Short, 261, 282
Show, Don’t Tell: Emotions, 210, 225
Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice, 60, 71
Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance, 260, 269
The “So What?” Rule, 135, 154
Specific, Definite, Concrete: Allow Your Words to Call Up Pictures, 261, 292
Start with a Character, 92, 106
Start with an Outlandish Claim, 93, 131
Start with a Plan in Mind, 166, 185
Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180
Storytelling to Figure Out Point of View and Perspective, 362, 378
Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77
Subtopics Hiding in Topics, 93, 123
Support Your Facts, 210, 233
Surprising Nouns, 261, 290
Surprising Verbs, 261, 289
Take a Piece, Rework the Genre or Structure Several Times, 167, 199
Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo, 210, 222
Take Scissors to Your Draft, 167, 193
Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo, 210, 222
Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Tell What It’s Not (to Say What It Is), 211, 239
Their Topic, Your Idea, 135, 148
These Are a Few of My Favorite Things, 92, 105
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
Turn to Spell-Check, 297, 315
Underline One Line (That Says the Most), 135, 147
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Use Empathy to Figure Out What to Add, 211, 242
Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive, 211, 246
Use the Room, 60, 65
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Vary Words to Eliminate Repetition, 261, 279
Verbs That Match the Meaning, 260, 266
Verb Tense Consistency Within a Sentence, 323, 353
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Voice Comma, 322, 336
Walk Your World, 92, 101
Watch Your Tone, 261, 280
Weave in Symbolism, 211, 255
Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201
What Else Happened?” 210, 220
What Problem Are You Solving? 135, 157
Why Do You Write? 60, 82
Wonder, “What if. . .?” 93, 117
Word Mapping, 93, 119
Words That Match the Audience, 260, 272
Work for More-Precise Language (by Taking Out Adjectives and Adverbs), 261, 286–87
Write About a Pebble, 135, 140
Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 135, 145
Write a Title, 135, 139
Write “Off the Page,” 135, 155
Writers Are Problem Solvers, 60, 67
Write the Bones, Then Go Back to Flesh It Out, 167, 206
Write the “Inside Story,” 210, 232
Write to Vent, Then Turn to Your Project, 60, 87
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260, 263
Writing Through a Mask (Perspective and Point of View), 211, 243
Writing to Change the World! 92, 100
Written Response, 362, 381
Your Aim: Black on White, 84
Zoom In on a Moment of Importance, 135, 141

figurative language, 227, 278, 289. See also assessment-based instruction; metaphors and similes

Find a Theme in Your Collection, 135, 151
Find Characters and Ideas in the World, 93, 129
Find the Heart, 135, 138, 198
Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143
Finger Space, 301, 322, 325
“finished” writing, 66
Fireflies (Brinkloe), setting in, 237
first grade
adding events to stories about pictures, 220
charts, word walls, 307
classroom writing center, 22
composing with pictures (goal), 35
expectations for writing volume, 58
folders, for storing writing, 10–12
informational writing, expected understanding of, 165
narrative writing, expected understanding of, 163
opinion writing, expected understanding of, 164
paper choices, 10
portable notepads, 12
strategies
Act It Out . . . Then Get It Down, 210, 215
Add a Page, Subtract a Page, 166, 170
Add More to Your Pictures (Then, Maybe More to Your Words!), 210, 213
All About or One Time? 166, 172
Beef Up the Middle, 166, 176
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
Bring Objects to Life 1–8, 260, 265
Chin Drops, 297, 309
Circles and Sticks, 37, 51
Consult the Alphabet Chart, 297, 300
Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
Decide a Piece Is "Finished" (for Now)–and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Draw (the Best You Can) and Move On! 37, 54
Drawing with Shapes, 37, 52
Drew the People? Draw the Place! 37, 48
Ellipses, 322, 329
End in the Moment, 166, 178
End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179
Finger Space, 322, 325
Flaps and Carets, 210, 219
Focus in Time, 135, 137
Imagine It, Make It! 37, 55
Important People, 92, 94
Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/ Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
Left to Right, 37, 46
Let Your Readers Know Who’s Talking! 210, 226
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
Make Lines for What You Want to Write, 322, 324
Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
Make Your Pictures and Your Words Agree, 135, 136
Make Your Pictures Look like the Picture in Your Mind, 37, 45
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
Move a Page to a New Place, 166, 171
Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
“Nudge” Paper, 210, 216
Observe Closely, 92, 96
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260, 262
Organize in Sequence, 166, 174
Part-by-Part Spelling, 297, 308
Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going), 362, 369
Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track, 60, 70
Parts of a Topic: Features and Characteristics, 166, 181, 182
Pattern Books, 166, 168
The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword, 60, 68
Penmanship Counts! 297, 303
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Pictures Teach, Words Teach, 210, 212
Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done), 60, 63
Precise Nouns, 260, 264
Prove It, 210, 221
Question-Answer, 166, 177
Read with Your Finger, 322, 326
first grade, strategies, continued
Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist, 322, 327
Reread and Look for Patterns, 92, 99
Reread to Jump Back In, 60, 73
Say Say Say, Sketch Sketch Sketch, Write Write Write, 166, 169
Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later), 92, 103
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
A Series of Pictures to Show Change, 37, 50
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
Show, Don’t Tell: Emotions, 210, 225
Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice, 60, 71
Speech Bubbles Let Your Characters Talk, 210, 214
Spell as Best You Can—one on the First Go, 297, 306
Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180
Storytelling from Sketches, 362, 366
Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77
Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo, 210, 222
Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Talk like a Turtle, 297, 299
Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 166, 173
Teach with Diagrams, 210, 217
Tell Me: Does It Make Sense? 362, 370
Touch, Then Draw, 37, 53
Uh-Oh . . . UH-OH . . . Phew, 166, 175
Use a Partner to Hear More Sounds in Words, 362, 364
Use the Room, 60, 65
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Using Partners to Make Writing More Readable, 362, 365
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Vowel Charts for the Middles of Words, 297, 305
Walk Your World, 92, 101
What Else Happened?” 210, 220
When’s It Big? When’s It Small? 297, 302
Write, Reread, Write, Reread, Repeat, 297, 301
Writers Are Problem Solvers, 60, 67
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260, 263
Write Word Wall Words in a Snap! 297, 304
Writing Across the Pages, 37, 49
Writing to Change the World! 92, 100
You Can Come Back to a Piece and Do More, 37, 47
first times/last times, writing about, 130
Flaps and Carets, 210, 219, 326
flashbacks, 256
Fletcher, Ralph examples of triggers, 122 on the importance of each work in a written text, 133
Live Writing: Breathing Life into Your Words, 271 on writing for yourself, 71
Floca, Brian (Locomotive), 262
Florian, Douglas “The Cobra,” 274 poems about insects and amphibians, 276
Focus/Meanting (goal) and cutting unnecessary text, 146 and effective writing, 56 for emergent writers, 36 focusing on setting, 110 helpful tools for, 67 identifying students who would benefit from, 133–34 identifying unifying factors, 4 importance, 132 narrowing, 160 strategies Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142
Craft an “Elevator Speech,” 135, 152
Craft a Thesis, 135, 153
Cut It to the Bone, 135, 146
Experimental Draft to Find Focus, 135, 158
Find a Theme in Your Collection, 135, 151
Find the Heart, 135, 138
Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143
Focus in Time, 135, 137
Focus on an Image, 135, 150
Focus on an Issue, 135, 156
Imagine Your Audience and Consider Your Purpose, 135, 145
Let Available Source Steer Your Focus, 135, 159
Make Your Pictures and Your Words Agree, 135, 136
Shape Your Focus with Active Verbs, 135, 160
The “So What? Rule, 135, 154
Their Topic, Your Idea, 135, 148
Underline One Line (That Says the Most), 135, 147
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Write About a Pebble, 135, 140
Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 7, 135, 145
Write a Title, 135, 139
Write “Off the Page,” 135, 155
Zoom In on a Moment of Importance, 135, 141
Form a Club, 362, 377
Found Poems, 9, 93, 115. See also poetry fourth grade classroom writing center, 22 expected writing volume, 58–59 informational progression, expected understanding of, 165 narrative writing, expected understanding of, 163 notebooks, 12 opinion writing, expected understanding of 164
strategies
Abstract Issues, Specific Examples, 93, 125
Alphabox, 260, 268
Always Times, One Time, 92, 112
Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252
To Apostrophe or Not to Apostrophe? (Possessives), 297, 318
Apostrophes for Contractions, 297, 317
Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142
Ask Yourself Questions (and Then Answer Them), 93, 121
Audiences for Information, 167, 189
Be Patient, Go Slow, 211, 240
Be Realistic, 60, 88
Be Your Own Harshest Critic, 211, 248
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
Bring in the Periphery, 211, 241
Bring Objects to Life 1–8, 260, 265
Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245
Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211, 251
Check for Homophones, 297, 316
Chin Drops, 297, 309
Choose Your Pronouns, 261, 281
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Clever Titles, Headings, and Subheadings, 260, 277
Code the Text, 362, 380
Collect Triggers, 93, 122
Colons, 322, 333
Coming Full Circle, 167, 202
Conclude with the Big Idea, 167, 204
Consult a Fellow Writer, 60, 80
Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
Cracking Open Verbs, 211, 236
Craft an “Elevator Speech,” 135, 152
Craft a Thesis, 135, 153
Create Urgency, 166, 186
Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
Creating Complex Sentences, 323, 347
Creating Compound Sentences, 323, 348
Cut It to the Bone, 135, 146
Dashes, 323, 349
Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now)--and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Defining Moments, 93, 130
Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Don’t Overdo It! 322, 332
Draw Out (Don’t Summarize) to Build Suspense, 167, 194
Draw Your Layout, 167, 190
Eliminating Repetition with Sentence Combining, 323, 345
Ellipses, 322, 329
End in the Moment, 166, 178
End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179
Explore Options for Setting, 211, 237
External Character Description, 210, 231
Find a Theme in Your Collection, 135, 151
Find Characters and Ideas in the World, 93, 129
Find the Heart, 135, 138
Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143
Flaps and Carets, 210, 219
Focus on an Image, 135, 150
Form a Club, 362, 377
Found Poems, 93, 115
Get Sparked by Setting, 92, 102
Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247
Give Yourself Exercises/Assignments, 92, 109
Group Words for Comprehension: Commas, 322, 337
Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
Gut Check Each Word, 261, 283
Headings, Subheadings, Sub-Subheadings, 167, 200
Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
How Does Your Character Talk? 211, 244
Hyperbole, 260, 278
Ideas for Other Genres Might Be Hiding in Plain Sight! 93, 113
If It Could Go on Facebook, You Can Jot It in a Notebook, 93, 120
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Imagine Your Audience and Consider Your Purpose, 135, 145
Important People, 92, 94
Interrupt Your Partner, 362, 375
Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
I or Me? Us or We? They or Them? 323, 351
Irregular Verbs and Subject–Verb Agreement, 323, 344
Jot Today, Write Tomorrow, 92, 108
Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
Keeping a Research Notebook, 210, 229
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
Knowing When You Need a New Paragraph, 323, 342
Know When to Keep an Adverb, 261, 285
Lay Out Pages to See the Architecture, 167, 192
Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167, 188
Leave Only the Essential Words, 260, 275
Let Your Readers Know Who’s Talking! 210, 226
Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
fourth grade, strategies, continued
Live Like Someone Consumed by a Project, 60, 86
Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
Make It a Habit, 60, 85
Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
Make Your Own Word, 260, 274
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Making It Plural (While Changing the Base Word) 4, 297, 319
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -es or -s), 297, 314
Making It Plural (While Changing the Base Word) 4, 297, 319
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Match the Number of the Subject to the Number of the Verb, 322, 341
Mentor Sentence, 211, 249
Mine Mentor Texts for Topics, 92, 104
Mix and Match Story Elements, 93, 118
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
Moving Quickly (or Slowly) Through Time, 167, 198
Multiscene Storyboarding, 167, 196
Name Your Characters and Places, 261, 291
Negative + Negative = Positive, 323, 343
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
Not “So” “Very” “Nice,” 261, 284
To And or Not to And? 322, 330
“Nudge” Paper, 210, 216
Observe Closely, 92, 96
One Bite at a Time, 60, 83
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260, 262
Organize in Sequence, 166, 174
Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191
Over and Over, 93, 116
Paragraph Starters, 322, 339
Parallel Story, 167, 206
Part-by-Part Spelling, 297, 308
Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, “How?” 210, 234
Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going), 362, 369
Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track, 60, 70
Partner Space, 362, 371
Parts of a Topic: Features and Characteristics, 166, 181, 182
Pause for Periods, 322, 335
The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword, 60, 68
Person vs. Nature, 93, 128
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done), 60, 63
Picture Your Character, 211, 238
Play with Pauses, 323, 350
PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373
Precise Nouns, 260, 264
Problem-Solution Structure for Persuasive Writing, 167, 197
Prove It, 210, 221
Punctuating (and Paragraphing) Speech, 322, 334
Purposefully Wander, 93, 124
Read, Sketch, Stretch, 210, 230
Read Aloud to Find “Clunks,” 260, 271
Read Mentor Texts with Two Lenses: Information, Aesthetic, 210, 227
Read Something on an Unfamiliar Topic, 93, 127
Read Your Draft Aloud, and Listen, 322, 340
Read Your Writing Backward (and Catch Spelling Mistakes!), 297, 312
Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist, 322, 327
Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195
Reread and Look for Patterns, 92, 99
Reread to Jump Back In, 60, 73
Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228
Revising Run-On Sentences, 323, 346
Revisit the Language Gems in Your Notebook, 260, 273
Rewrite a Line (Again and Again and Again), 261, 288
Rhyme Time, 260, 276
Rhythm, 260, 270
Rule of Threes, 211, 253
Say It with Feeling! 322, 338
Scan the Newspaper, 93, 126
Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later), 92, 103
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
Shades of Meaning, 260, 267
Short→Long→Short, 261, 282
Show, Don’t Tell: Emotions, 210, 225
Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice, 60, 71
Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance, 260, 269
The “So What? Rule, 135, 154
Start with a Character, 92, 106
Start with an Outlandish Claim, 93, 131
Start with a Plan in Mind, 166, 185
Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180
Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180
Storytelling to Figure Out Point of View and Perspective, 362, 378
Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77
Subtopics Hiding in Topics, 93, 123
Support Your Facts, 210, 233
Surprising Nouns, 261, 290
Surprising Verbs, 261, 289
Take a Piece, Rework the Genre or Structure Several Times, 167, 199
Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo, 210, 222
Take Scissors to Your Draft, 167, 193
Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Talk to Yourself, 211, 250
Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 166, 173
Tell Me: Does It Make Sense? 362, 370
Tell Me: Does It Match My Intention? 362, 374
Tell Me: How Does It Affect You? 362, 379
Tell What It’s Not (to Say What It Is), 211, 239
Their Topic, Your Idea, 135, 148
These Are a Few of My Favorite Things, 92, 105
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
Turn to Spell-Check, 297, 315
Underline One Line (That Says the Most), 135, 147
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Use Empathy to Figure Out What to Add, 211, 242
Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive, 211, 246
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Vary Words to Eliminate Repetition, 261, 279
Verbs That Match the Meaning, 260, 266
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Voice Comma, 322, 336
Walk Your World, 92, 101
Watch Your Tone, 261, 280
Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201
What Else Happened?” 210, 220
Why Do You Write? 60, 82
Wonder, “What if. . .?” 93, 117
Word Mapping, 93, 119
Words That Match the Audience, 260, 272
Write About a Pebble, 135, 140
Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 135, 145
Write a Title, 135, 139
Writers Are Problem Solvers, 60, 67
Write the Bones, Then Go Back to Flesh It Out, 167, 206
Write the “Inside Story,” 210, 232
Write to Vent, Then Turn to Your Project, 60, 87
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260, 263
Writing Through a Mask (Perspective and Point of View), 211, 243
Writing to Change the World! 92, 100
Written Response, 362, 381
Your Aim: Black on White, 60, 84
Zoom In on a Moment of Importance, 135, 141
Fox, Mem (Koala Lou), 235
Francois, Chantal, 321
Frazee, Marla (The Roller Coaster), 112, 137, 240
free association, and word mapping, 119
free verse, 9, 388. See also poetry freewriting
and brainstorming topics, 155
and describing edges/peripheries, 241
finding focus using, 158
sentence starters and bridges, 131
A Fresh Approach to Teaching Punctuation: Helping Young Writers Use Conventions with Precision and Purpose (Angelillo), 334
Frog’s Lunch (Lillegard), as level F–H book, 176

G

Gallery Walk, 386
Gantos, Jack
use of run-on sentences, 346
use of variable sentence lengths, 354
Generating and Collecting Ideas goal. See also generating and collecting process; themes; topics; ideas assigned, adding personal spin, 148
breaking into kinds, 192
and capturing important moments, 120
central, helping writers identify, 138
collecting and banking, 98, 108, 122
communicating effectively, 367, 374
elaborating on, developing, 55, 107, 159, 181, 239
exploring using search engines, 149, 159
expressing using different genres, 99, 172
features and characteristics, identifying, 181
generating as learnable skill, 4, 19, 241
giving yourself assignments/exercises, 109
imaging readers’ questions about, 177
and imagining “what could be,” 101
identifying students who would benefit from, 91
purposeful, 100, 125
sources of inspiration, 90–91, 103, 110–12, 115, 124, 130, 140–41
strategies
Abstract Issues, Specific Examples, 93, 125
Always Times, One Time, 92, 112
Ask Yourself Questions (and Then Answer Them), 93, 121
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Collect Triggers, 93, 122
Defining Moments, 93, 130
Find Characters and Ideas in the World, 93, 129
Found Poems, 93, 115
Get Sparked by Setting, 92, 110
Give Yourself Exercises/Assignments, 92, 109
Ideas for Other Genres Might Be Hiding in Plain Sight! 93, 113
If It Could Go on Facebook, You Can Jot It in a Notebook, 93, 120
Important People, 92, 94
Generating and Collecting Ideas goal, strategies, continued

Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
Jot Today, Write Tomorrow, 92, 108
Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Mine Mentor Texts for Topics, 92, 104
Mix and Match Story Elements, 93, 118
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
Observe Closely, 92, 96
Over and Over, 93, 116
Person vs. Nature, 93, 128
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Purposefully Wander, 93, 124
Read Something on an Unfamiliar Topic, 93, 127
Reread and Look for Patterns, 92, 99
Scan the Newspaper, 93, 126
Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later), 92, 103
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice, 60, 71
Spell as Best You Can—on the First Go, 297, 306
Start with a Character, 92, 106
Start with an Outlandish Claim, 93, 131
Subtopics Hiding in Topics, 93, 123
These Are a Few of My Favorite Things, 92, 105
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Walk Your World, 92, 101
When Did the Action Happen? (Simple, Continuous, and Perfect Tenses), 323, 358
Wonder, “What if. . .?” 93, 117
Word Mapping, 93, 119
Writing to Change the World! 92, 100

Generating and Collecting process. See also topics, ideas

Abstract Issues, Specific Examples, 93, 125
Always Times, One Time, 92, 112
Ask Yourself Questions (and Then Answer Them), 93, 121
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
Bring in the Periphery, 211, 241
Chin Drops, 297, 309
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Collect Triggers, 93, 122
Craft a Thesis, 135, 153
Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now)—and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Defining Moments, 93, 130
Find Characters and Ideas in the World, 93, 129
Focus in Time, 135, 137
Focus on an Issue, 135, 156
Found Poems, 93, 115
Get Sparked by Setting, 92, 110
Give Yourself Exercises/Assignments, 92
Ideas for Other Genres Might Be Hiding in Plain Sight! 93, 113
If It Could Go on Facebook, You Can Jot It in a Notebook, 93, 120
Important People, 92, 94
Irregular Verbs and Subject–Verb Agreement, 323, 344
Jot Today, Write Tomorrow, 92, 108
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Mine Mentor Texts for Topics, 92, 104
Mix and Match Story Elements, 93, 118
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
Negative + Negative = Positive, 323, 343
Observe Closely, 92, 96
Over and Over, 93, 116
Parenthetic Expressions, 323, 352
Part-by-Part Spelling, 297, 308
Person vs. Nature, 93, 128
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Purposefully Wander, 93, 124
Read Something on an Unfamiliar Topic, 93, 127
Reread and Look for Patterns, 92, 99
Scan the Newspaper, 93, 126
Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later), 92, 103
These Are a Few of My Favorite Things, 92, 105
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Walk Your World, 92, 101
When Did the Action Happen? (Simple, Continuous, and Perfect Tenses), 323, 358
Wonder, “What if. . .?” 93, 117
Word Mapping, 93, 119
Write About a Pebble, 135, 140
Write a Title, 135, 139
Writing to Change the World! 92, 100

genres/text type, 243. See also historical fiction; how-to writing; informational/narrative writing/text types; procedural genre/mode; procedural writing/text types designing units of study for, 27–28
for expressing ideas about issues, 125
expressing themes using different genres, 99, 199
favorite, and side projects, 79
helping students understand, 172
for informational/nonfiction, genre-bending examples, 7
organizing strategies by, pros and cons, 1–2
for persuasive writing, 100
for seesaw texts, 203
strategies
Abstract Issues, Specific Examples, 93, 125
Add Detail to Make Pictures Easier to Read, 37, 42
Add More to Your Pictures (Then, Maybe More to Your Words!), 210, 213
Alphabox, 260, 268
To Apostrophe or Not to Apostrophe? (Possessives), 297, 318
Apostrophes for Contractions, 297, 317
Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142
Ask Yourself Questions (and Then Answer Them), 93, 121
Be Realistic, 60, 88
Be Your Own Harshest Critic, 211, 248
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
Bring Objects to Life 1–8, 260, 265
Changes and Choices, 362, 382
Check for Homophones, 297, 316
Chin Drops, 297, 309
Choose Your Pronouns, 261, 281
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Circles and Sticks, 37, 51
Code the Text, 362, 380
Collect Triggers, 93, 122
Colons, 322, 333
Coming Full Circle, 167, 202
Conclude with the Big Idea, 167, 204
Consult a Fellow Writer, 60, 80
Consult the Alphabet Chart, 297, 300
Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
Cracking Open Verbs, 211, 236
Craft an “Elevator Speech,” 135, 152
Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
Cut It to the Bone, 135, 146
Dashes, 323, 349
Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now)--and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Don’t Overdo It! 322, 332
Draw (the Best You Can) and Move On! 37, 54
Drawing with Shapes, 37, 52
Ellipses, 322, 329
Experimental Draft to Find Focus, 135, 158
Experiment with Change, 60, 81
Find a Theme in Your Collection, 135, 151
Find Characters and Ideas in the World, 93, 129
Finger Space, 322, 325
Flaps and Carets, 210, 219
Focus on an Image, 135, 150
Focus on an Issue, 135, 156
Form a Club, 362, 377
Get Sparked by Setting, 92, 110
Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247
Give Yourself Exercises/Assignments, 92, 109
Group Words for Comprehension: Commas, 322, 337
Gut Check Each Word, 261, 283
Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
Hyperbole, 260, 278
Ideas for Other Genres Might Be Hiding in Plain Sight! 93, 113
If It Could Go on Facebook, You Can Jot It in a Notebook, 93, 120
Imagine It, Make It! 37, 55
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Imagine Your Audience and Consider Your Purpose, 135, 144
Important People, 92, 94
I or Me? Us or We? They or Them? 323, 351
Irregular Verbs and Subject–Verb Agreement, 323, 344
Jot Today, Write Tomorrow, 92, 108
Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/ Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
Know When to Keep an Adverb, 261, 285
Label Your Pictures, 37, 43
Lay Out Pages to See the Architecture, 167, 192
Leave Only the Essential Words, 260, 275
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Live Like Someone Consumed by a Project, 60, 86
Long or Short Word? 297, 298
Look Back and Say, “How Can I Make This Clearer?” 37, 44
Make It a Habit, 60, 85
Make Lines for What You Want to Write, 322, 324
Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
Make Your Own Word, 260, 274
Make Your Pictures and Your Words Agree, 135, 136
Make Your Pictures Look like the Picture in Your Mind, 37, 45
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Making It Plural (While Changing the Base Word) 4, 297, 319
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Match the Number of the Subject to the Number of the Verb, 322, 341
Mentor Sentence, 211, 249
Mine Mentor Texts for Topics, 92, 104
Negative + Negative = Positive, 323, 343
Not “So” “Very” “Nice,” 261, 284
“Nudge” Paper, 210, 216
Observe Closely, 92, 96
genres/text type, strategies, continued.

Omit Needless Words, 261, 293
One Bite at a Time, 60, 83
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260, 262
Organize in Sequence, 166, 174
Parenthetic Expressions, 323, 352
Part-by-Part Spelling, 297, 308
Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going), 362, 369
Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track, 60, 70
Partner Space, 362, 371
The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword, 60, 68
Penmanship Counts! 297, 303
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done), 60, 63
Play with Pauses, 323, 350
Point Around the Picture, 37, 39
PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373
Precise Nouns, 260, 264
Purposefully Wander, 93, 124
Read Aloud to Find “Clunks,“ 260, 271
Read Mentor Texts with Two Lenses: Information, Aesthetic, 210, 227
Read Something on an Unfamiliar Topic, 93, 127
Read with Your Finger, 322, 326
Read Your Draft Aloud, and Listen, 322, 340
Read Your Writing Backward (and Catch Spelling Mistakes!), 297, 312
Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist, 322, 327
Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195
Rephrase for Clarity, 323, 357
Reread and Look for Patterns, 92, 99
Reread to Jump Back In, 60, 73
Revisit the Language Gems in Your Notebook, 260, 273
Rewrite a Line (Again and Again and Again), 261, 288
Rhyme Time, 260, 276
Rhythm, 260, 270
Rule of Threes, 211, 253
Say It with Feeling! 322, 338
Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later), 92, 103
Seesaw Structure, 167, 203
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
Semicolons, 323, 355
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
Shades of Meaning, 260, 267
Short→Long→Short, 261, 282
Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance, 260, 269
The “So What? Rule, 135, 154
Specific, Definite, Concrete: Allow Your Words to Call Up Pictures, 261, 292
Spell as Best You Can—on the First Go, 297, 306
Start with a Plan in Mind, 166, 185
Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77
Subtopics Hiding in Topics, 93, 123
Surprising Nouns, 261, 290
Surprising Verbs, 261, 289
Take a Piece, Rework the Genre or Structure Several Times, 167, 199
Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo, 210, 222
Take Scissors to Your Draft, 167, 193
Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Talk as You Draw, 37, 38
Talk like a Turtle, 297, 299
Tell Me: Does It Make Sense? 362, 370
Tell Me: Does It Match My Intention? 362, 374
Tell Me: How Does It Affect You? 362, 379
Tell What It’s Not (to Say What It Is), 211, 239
Their Topic, Your Idea, 135, 148
These Are a Few of My Favorite Things, 92, 105
Touch, Then Draw, 37, 53
Turn to Spell-Check, 297, 315
Underline One Line (That Says the Most), 135, 147
Use a Partner to Hear More Sounds in Words, 362, 364
Use the Room, 60, 65
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Using Partners to Make Writing More Readable, 362, 365
Vary Words to Eliminate Repetition, 261, 279
Verbs That Match the Meaning, 266
Verb Tense Consistency Within a Sentence, 323, 353
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Voice Comma, 322, 336
Vowel Charts for the Middles of Words, 297, 305
Walk Your World, 92, 101
Watch Your Tone, 261, 280
When Did the Action Happen? (Simple, Continuous, and Perfect Tenses), 323, 358
When’s It Big? When’s It Small? 297, 302
Why Do You Write? 60, 82
Word Mapping, 93, 119
Words That Match the Audience, 260, 272
Work for More-Precise Language (by Taking Out Adjectives and Adverbs), 261, 286–87
Write, Reread, Write, Reread, Repeat, 297, 301
Write About a Pebble, 135, 140
Write a Title, 135, 139
Write “Off the Page,” 135, 155
Writers Are Problem Solvers, 60, 67
Write the Bones, Then Go Back to Flesh It Out, 167, 206
Write to Vent, Then Turn to Your Project, 60, 87
Write Word Wall Words in a Snap! 297, 304
Written Response, 362, 381
You Can Come Back to a Piece and Do More, 37, 47
You Aim: Black on White, 60, 84
gestures, adding to character descriptions, 251
Get Sparked by Setting, 92, 110
Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247
Give a Gift, 395
Give Yourself Exercises/Assignments, 92, 109
goal cards, 19–20
goals
adapting hierarchies to student needs, 5
articulating for units of study, 27
choosing starting goal, 2
choosing strategies for implementing, 16
deciding where to start, example hierarchy, 3–5
discussing with partners, 268
goal-setting conferences, 19–20
organize by action, 3
organizing strategies by, 2
using multiple strategies to reach, 16–18

Grandpa Green (Smith), use of memory in, 94
graphic organizers, 22, 185
Graves, Don (Writers: Teachers and Children at Work), 27, 295
Greenfield, Eloise
Childtimes: A Three-Generation Memoir, 113
Honey I Love, 113, 262
Koya Delany and the Good Girl Blue, 113
Group Words for Comprehension: Commas, 322, 337
Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
I or Me? Us or We? They or Them? 323, 351
Irregular Verbs and Subject–Verb Agreement, 323, 344
Knowing When You Need a New Paragraph, 323, 342
Make Lines for What You Want to Write, 322, 324
Match the Number of the Subject to the Number of the Verb, 322, 341
Negative + Negative = Positive, 323, 343
To And or Not to And? 322, 330
Paragraph Starters, 322, 339
Parenthetic Expressions, 323, 352
Pause for Periods, 322, 335
Play with Pauses, 323, 350
Punctuating (and Paragraphing) Speech, 322, 334
Read with Your Finger, 322, 326
Read Your Draft Aloud, and Listen, 322, 340
Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist, 322, 327
Rephrase for Clarity, 323, 357
Revising Run-On Sentences, 323, 346
Say It with Feeling! 322, 338
Semicolons, 323, 355
Verb Tense Consistency Within a Sentence, 323, 353
Voice Comma, 322, 336
When Did the Action Happen? (Simple, Continuous, and Perfect Tenses), 323, 358

H

habits, writing, 2
haiku, 9. See also poetry
Happy Endings: A Story About Suffixes (Pulver), 314, 319
Hatchet (Paulsen), people vs. nature conflict, 128
Hattie, John
on importance of goal-based teaching, 2
on the importance of timely feedback, 18
Hat Tips, purpose, 15
headings
attention-getting, choosing words for, 277
Headings, Subheadings, Sub-
Subheadings, 167, 200, 277
as way of breaking down information, 200
Heard, Georgia
on choosing mentor texts, 227
"Song of the Dolphin," 243
hearing sense, using to describe place, 224.
See also
listening skills
Heart Maps: Helping Students Create and
Craft Authentic Writing (Heard), 98
Help! for Writers: 210 Solutions to the
Problems Every Writer Faces (Clark), 90.
110, 117, 126–27, 129, 148–49
Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
Hemingway, Ernest
on rewriting, 382
variable sentence lengths, 354
Henkes, Kevin (Julius, Baby of the World), 235
Hesse, Karen (Out of the Dust), 238
“Hey, Star Wars Toymakers, Where’s Rey?” (Pitts Jr.), contrasting lead in, 207
high-frequency words (snap words) in pattern books, 168
word wall for, 67
Highlights magazine, problem-solving stories in, 175
historical fiction
Character Dialogue and Dialect for
Historical Accuracy, 211, 245
generating ideas for, 94
as genre within the narrative mode, 8
Important People, 92, 94
using photos as inspiration, 97
Hjemboe, Karen (Laundry Day), 50
home, as source of ideas, 111
Home of the Brave (Applegate), use of verse, 282
homonyms, spelling hints, 311
homophones
identifying and spelling, 316
spelling, importance of context, 312
Honey I Love (Greenfield)
use of onomatopoeia in, 262
and writing across genres, 113
Hoops (Burleigh), rhythm and sound in, 270
hot spots strategy, 95
How Does Your Character Talk? 211, 244
How’s It Going? (Anderson)
How to Look for a Lost Dog (Martin),
parenthetical expressions in, 352
How to Lose All Your Friends (Carlson), as example teaching text, 173
How to Read a Story (Messner), structure/organization, 173
how-to writing
as genre within informational nonfiction mode, 7
teaching texts, 173
Hyperbole, 260, 278
I
ideas, generating and collecting. See
Generating and Collecting Idea goal;
generating and collecting process;
themes; topics
Ideas for Other Genres Might Be Hiding in
Plain Sight! 93, 113
If It Could Go on Facebook, You Can Jot It in a Notebook, 93, 120
If . . . Then . . . Curriculum: Assessment-Based Instruction, Grade 4, Units of
Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing (Calkins), 182
If You Ever Want to Bring an Alligator to School, Don’t! (Parsley), anecdotes in, 252
If You . . . nonfiction series, question-answer structure, 177
If You’re Not from the Prairie (Bouchard)
refrain in, 195
sensory descriptions in, 224
“I Have a Dream” (King)
cadence in, 247
refrain in, 235
illustrations. See drawing, sketches; photographs
Illustrator-Author Match-Ups, 386
illustrators, published, as mentors, 48
imagination, imagining. See also
brainstorming; drawing, sketching character’s gestures and facial expressions, visualizing, 251
completed projects, visualizing, 63
drawing with lines and shapes, 51–52
elaborating on descriptive phrases, 223
enlivening writing using, 150, 246
imaging sounds associated with places, 262
imaging questions about topics, 177
letting the mind wander, 124
places/settings, visualizing, 110, 111, 224
strategies
Imagine It, Make It! 37, 55
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Imagine Your Audience and
Consider Your Purpose, 135, 145
using new genres for old topics, 113
“what could be” exercise, 101
Important People, 92, 94
independent clauses, 346–47. See also run-on sentences
independent learning. See also writing craft and acting out writing ideas, 215
balancing with collaborative activities, 360–61
and challenging oneself to exceed goals, 76
and consulting a fellow writer, 80
encouraging experimentation, 81
and giving yourself assignments/exercises, 109
and internalizing prompts when working with partners, 364
and putting “finished” work aside, 66
and reading on unfamiliar topics, 127
setting up writing environment, 19
side projects, 79
and visiting new places to find ideas, 129
and writing outside of school, 62, 79, 85, 96, 110
and writing regularly, constantly, 85, 86
Independent Writing: One Teacher—Thirty-Two Needs, Topics, and Plans (Cruz, 62, 79, 368, 372, 377
informal writing approaches, 32

information. See also details, descriptive;
meaning, intention
adding to sentences, 347
adding using dashes, 349
containing in parenthetical expressions, 352
rereading for, 227
revealing using colons, 333

informational/nonfiction writing/text types
all-about books, 7
audience for, 189
beginning writers, 170
biography, 7
details in, 201
different structures for, 189
expectations for understanding, by grade level, 165
headings/subheadings n, 200
how-to texts, 7
and identifying purpose of, 154
imagining “what could be,” 101
meaningful objects as basis for, 105
most important lines/words in, 147
moving, rearranging pages, 171
paper choices for, 10
prompts for, 40
pronouns in, 281
in research reports, 7

strategies
Accentuate the Positive
(Tightening Up Sentences), 323, 356
Act It Out . . . Then Get It Down,
210, 215
Add a Page, Subtract a Page, 166,
170
All About or One Time? 166, 172
Alphabox, 260, 268
Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252
Audiences for Information, 167, 189
Clever Titles, Headings, and Subheadings, 260, 277
Considering Sentence Length, 323, 354
Draw Your Layout, 167, 190

Eliminating Repetition with Sentence Combining, 323, 345
Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143
Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
Headings, Subheadings, Sub-Subheadings, 167, 200
Keeping a Research Notebook, 210, 229
Knowing When You Need a New Paragraph, 323, 342
Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167, 188
Leading with Contrast, 167, 207
Left to Right, 37, 46
Let Available Source Steer Your Focus, 135, 159
Move a Page to a New Place, 166, 171
Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
To And or Not to And? 322, 330
Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191
Paragraph Starters, 322, 339
Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, “How?” 210, 234
Parts of a Topic: Features and Characteristics, 166, 181, 182
Pause for Periods, 322, 335
Pictures Teach, Words Teach, 210, 212
Prove It, 210, 221
Question-Answer, 166, 177
Read, Sketch, Stretch, 210, 230
Reread Your Pictures to Teach, 37
Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228
Revising Run-On Sentences, 323, 346
Say Say Say, Sketch Sketch Sketch, Write Write Write, 166, 169
A Series of Pictures to Show Change, 37, 50
Shape Your Focus with Active Verbs, 135, 160

Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180
Support Your Facts, 210, 233
Teach with Diagrams, 210, 217
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive, 211, 246
Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201
Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 135, 145
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260, 263
Writing Across the Pages, 37, 49

“Information Writing: Writing about Topics of Personal Expertise” (Calkins), 182

Infusing Grammar into the Writer’s Workshop: A Guide for K–6 Teachers (Benjamin and Golub), 331, 335, 337, 346

Insectlopedia (Florian), rhyming in, 276

Inside Information: Developing Powerful Readers and Writers of Informational Text Through Project-Based Instruction (Duke), 197

Inside Out and Back Again (Lai), descriptive detail in, 231

interactive writing
counting words and making lines, 324
introducing pattern books, 168

Interactive Writing: How Language & Literacy Come Together, K–2 (McCarrier, Pinnel, and Fountas), 55

internal thinking, 232
the Internet, as research tool, 149
Interrupt Your Partner, 362, 375

interviewing, interviews
author interviews, 4, 132
and elaboration, 102
idea triggers from, 122
identifying people to interview, 102
interviewing yourself, 121
Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228

subjects and questions for, 228
charts, word walls, 307
composing with pictures goal, 35
folders, 10–12
informational texts, understanding of, 165
narrative progression expected understanding, 163
opinion writing, understanding of, 164
output, volume expectations, 58
paper choices, 10
portable notepads, 12
strategies

Make Lines for What You Want to Write, 322, 324
Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
Make Your Pictures and Your Words Agree, 135, 136
Make Your Pictures Look like the Picture in Your Mind, 37, 45
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
Move a Page to a New Place, 166, 171
"Nudge" Paper, 210, 216
Observe Closely, 92, 96
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260, 262
Organize in Sequence, 166, 174
Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track, 60, 70
Pattern Books, 166, 168
The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword, 60, 68
Penmanship Counts! 297, 303
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Pictures Teach, Words Teach, 210, 212
Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done), 60, 63
Read with Your Finger, 322, 326
Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist, 322, 327
Say Say Say, Sketch Sketch Sketch, Write Write Write, 166, 168
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
A Series of Pictures to Show Change, 37, 50
Silence the "It's No Good" Voice, 60, 71
Speech Bubbles Let Your Characters Talk, 210, 214
Spell as Best You Can—on the First Go, 297, 306
Storytelling from Sketches, 362, 366
Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Talk like a Turtle, 297, 299
Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 166, 173
Teach with Diagrams, 210, 217
Touch, Then Draw, 37, 53
Use a Partner to Hear More Sounds
in Words, 362, 364
Use the Room, 60, 65
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Using Partners to Make Writing
More Readable, 362, 365
Vowel Charts for the Middles of
Words, 297, 305
What Else Happened?” 210, 220
When’s It Big? When’s It Small? 297, 302
Write, Reread, Write, Reread,
Repeat, 297, 301
Writers Are Problem Solvers, 60, 67
Write Word Wall Words in a Snap! 297, 304
Writing Across the Pages, 37, 49
You Can Come Back to a Piece and
Do More, 37, 47

King, Martin Luther Jr., 237, 247
King, Stephen
on cutting, 146
on description, 223
on editing, 321
on getting started, 71
On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft, 57
on value of support from others, 368

Knowing When You Need a New
Paragraph, 323, 342
knowledge areas, and mentor texts, 104
Know When to Keep an Adverb, 261, 285
Knuffle Bunny (Willems), emotion in, 225
Koala Lou (Fox), refrain in, 235
Koya Delany and the Good Girl Blue
(Greenfield), 113

labels, labeling
assessing readiness for, 43
and choosing long or short words, 298
Label Your Pictures, 37, 43
rereading to make sure of meaning, 301

as tool for elaborating drawings, 217
when to introduce, 43
Lai, Thanhha (Inside Out and Back Again), 231
Laminack, Lester
Satrurdays and Teacakes, 196
Snow Day, 194
language. See also reading aloud
and cadence, 247, 280
and consulting a fellow writer, 244, 249
listening to, 273
playing with grammar and
punctuation, 321
and speaking aloud, 250
strong, for outlandish claims, 131
understanding, as basis for word
choice, 258
vague, replacing with specifics, 292
Last Stop on Market Street (De La Peña),
use of nonstandard English in, 328
Launch a Primary Writing Workshop:
Getting Started with Units of Study for
Primary Writing, Grades K–2 (Calkins), 303
Launching the Writing Workshop (Calkins
and Martinelli), 94
Laundry Day (Hjemboe), as mentor text, 50
 Lay Out Pages to See the Architecture, 167, 192
layouts
drawing, 190
and storyboarding, 196, 198, 375
as tool for getting overview on writing, 192
Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167, 188, 281
Leading with Contrast, 167, 207
lead sentences
addressing reader directly, 188
multiple, trying out, 155
for nonfiction writing, 187
pronouns in, 281
Leave Only the Essential Words, 260, 275
The Leaving Morning (Johnson), focus on
the moment in, 137
Left to Right, 37, 46
legibility, importance, 303
Lesson Language section, overview, 14
Lessons: Teaching Information Writing K–8
(Portalupi and Fletcher), 233
Let Available Source Steer Your Focus, 135,
159, 160
Letter (or Tweet) to the Author, 390
letters, ABCs
assessing letter-sound awareness,
assessing, 35
associating sounds with, 300
and capitalization, 302
and readiness for learning labeling, 43
Vowel Charts for the Middles of
Words, 297, 305
words vs., 46
letter writing, Writing to Change the
World! 92, 100
Let Your Readers Know Who’s Talking! 210,
226
levels, for strategies, overview, 5–6
Levigne, Heather (What Is a Primate), 277
Library Ribbon Cutting, 392
Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254
life issues, as source of ideas, 156
likes and dislikes, as source of ideas, 98
Lillegard, Dee (Frog’s Lunch), 176
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
listening skills
associating letters with words, 298
associating sounds with letters, 300
being alert to language and word use,
273
hearing the impact of commas, 336
hearing the impact of periods, 335
hearing often-repeated words and
phrases, 116
hearing the sound/cadence of writing,
247
listening for everyday sounds, 107
reading aloud with partners, 365
reading drafts aloud, 250, 340
list/pattern books, 166, 168
lists
of details, about fictional characters,
376
as form of freewriting, 155
lists, continued
- of kinds, examples, 182
- of misspelled words, 313
- of possible titles, 139
- of reasons for supporting thesis/idea/claim, 221
- repetitive structures, 195
- and the rule of threes, 253
- tables of contents as, 180
- as triggers, examples, 122

literacy learning, frameworks and strategies for, 31

Literacy Teacher’s Playbook (Serravallo), 2

Little Kunoichi: The Ninja Girl (Ishida), final words in, 179

Live Like Someone Consumed by a Project, 60, 86

Live Writing: Breathing Life into Your Words (Fletcher), 271

Lizards, Frogs, and Polliwogs (Florian), rhyming in, 276

Locomotive (Floca), onomatopoeia in, 262

Long or Short Word? 297, 298

long sentences, when to use, 354

Look Back and Say, “How Can I Make This Clearer?” 37, 44

The Lotus Seed (Garland), as circular text, 202

Love That Dog (Creech), as novel written in verse, 282

lowercase letters, introducing, 302

Lowry, Lois (Crow Call), 237, 264

Lyon, George Ella

All the Water in the World, 100, 346

“Where I’m From,” 114

MacLachlan, Patricia, use of flashbacks, 256

magazine articles
- as mentor texts for layouts, 190
- as source for unfamiliar topics, 127

Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72

Make It a Habit, 60, 85

Make Lines for What You Want to Write, 301, 322, 324

Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368

Make Your Own Word, 260, 274

Make Your Pictures and Your Words Agree, 135

Make Your Pictures Look like the Picture in Your Mind, 37, 45

Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314

Making It Plural (While Changing the Base Word) 4, 297, 319

Maniac Magee (Spinelli)

invented words in, 274

name choices in, 291

surprising verbs in, 289

Mapping the Heart, 92, 98

mapping words, 119

Margins section, contents, 15

Marshfield Dreams: When I Was a Kid (Fletcher), big ending, 204

Martina, the Beautiful Cockroach: A Cuban Folktale (Deedy), final words in, 179

Martinelli, Marjorie, on using visuals, 23

masks, and seeing through someone else’s eyes, 243

Match the Number of the Subject to the Number of the Verb, 322, 341, 358

materials and supplies. See also classroom management; writing centers for writing centers, 20–21

writing implements, 68

McReynolds, Linda (Eight Days Gone), 275

“Me (Swados), pronoun choices in, 351

meaning, intention. See also details, descriptive; Elaboration (goal); Focus/meaning (goal)

eliminating unnecessary words, 286–87

eliminating vague imagery, 284, 292

and feedback from partners on, 370, 374, 379

focusing on, communicating clearly, 4, 144, 201, 227

helping emergent writers with, 300

and homophones, 316

knowing your audience, 272

and legible writing, 303

revisiting, 301

revisiting when revising, 259

shades of, value of synonyms, 267

and tone, 280

and types of elaboration, 4

using anecdotes to convey, 252

using commas to convey, 337

using details to convey, 133

using drawings to convey, 44

using hyperbole to convey, 278

using invented words to convey, 274

using symbolism to convey, 255

using verbs to convey, 266, 289

Mechanically Inclined: Building Grammar, Usage, and Style into Writer’s Workshop (Anderson, 347, 355)

Meet the Dullards (Pennypacker), name choices in, 291

memoir

generating ideas for, 94

narrative mode in, 8

picturing characters, 238

strategies

Always Times, One Time, 92, 112

Defining Moments, 93, 130

Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254

Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95

Start with an Outlandish Claim, 93

Tour Your Home, 92, 111

Zoom In on a Moment of Importance, 135, 141

memories

collecting items that help you recall, 103

focusing on what’s significant, 141

identifying and writing about important moments, 130

recalling when writing, as source for added detail, 240

as source of ideas, 90

and visualizing important objects, 105

Mentor Author Inspiration, 394

mentors, mentor texts. See also mentor texts; modeling; writing craft and specific strategies

emulating, 247

inspiration from, 394

photos of authors writing, 62

published illustrators, 48

Using a Mentor section, overview, 15

Mentor Sentence, 211, 249, 270

Mentor Texts (Dorfman and Capelli), 26
on qualities of good titles, 139
on viewing writing as process, 9
on writing as a process, 13
music, hearing in the everyday world, 107
My Mama Had a Dancing Heart (Gray), as circular text, 202
My Rotten Redhead Older Brother (Polacco), use of semicolons in, 355

N
Name Your Characters and Places, 261, 291
narrative nonfiction. See also how-to writing; informational/nonfiction writing/text types; narrative writing/text types; opinion/persuasive writing/text types
Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245
organizing approaches, 174
pictures as teachers in, 212
narrative writing/text types. See also how-to writing; storytelling
describing a theme in single sentence, 156
developing from found poems, 115
expected understanding of, by grade level, 163
finding most important lines/words in, 147
Focus in Time, 135
in historical fiction, 8
meaningful objects as subject for, 105
in memoir, 8
moving, rearranging pages, 171
narrative leads, 187
narrative poetry, 9
paper for, 11
in personal narratives, 8
photos as inspiration for, 97
prompts for, 40
in realistic fiction, 8
strategies
Accentuate the Positive
(Tightening Up Sentences), 323, 356
Act It Out . . . Then Get It Down, 210, 215

narrative writing/text types, strategies, continued

Let Your Readers Know Who’s Talking! 210, 226
Move a Page to a New Place, 166, 171
Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
Moving Quickly (or Slowly) Through Time, 167, 198
Multiscene Storyboarding, 167, 196
Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191
Paragraph Starters, 322, 339
Parallel Story, 167, 205
Pause for Periods, 322, 335
Person vs. Nature, 93, 128
Picture Your Character, 211, 238
Punctuating (and Paragraphing) Speech, 322, 334
Reread Your Pictures So It Sounds like a Storybook, 37, 40
Revising Run-On Sentences, 323, 346
Say, Say, Say, Sketch Sketch Sketch, Write Write Write, 166, 169
Semicolons, 323, 355
A Series of Pictures to Show Change, 37, 50
Show, Don’t Tell: Emotions, 210, 225
Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
Speech Bubbles Let Your Characters Talk, 210, 214
Storytelling from Sketches, 362, 366
Storytelling to Figure Out Point of View and Perspective, 362, 378
Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 166, 173 and thinking about the purpose of writing, 154
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
Uh-Oh . . . UH-OH . . . Phew, 7, 166, 175
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Use Empathy to Figure Out What to Add, 211, 242
Weave in Symbolism, 211, 255
What Else Happened?” 210, 220

Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 135, 145
Writing Across the Pages, 37, 49
nature vs. person conflicts, introducing, 128
negatives double, 343
finding and rephrasing as positives, 356
Negative + Negative = Positive, 323, 343
eologisms, 274
new words, spelling, 311
“nice,” as a vague word, 284
Nocturn (Yolan), invented words in, 274
Nonfiction Craft Lessons: Teaching Information Writing K–8 (Portalupi and Fletcher), 50, 128, 177, 190, 217, 234, 277
Nonfiction Mentor Texts (Dorfman and Capelli), 26
nonfiction writing. See also informational/nonfiction writing/text types; narrative nonfiction; opinion/persuasive writing/text types
identifying main idea, 156
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
Nonfiction Writing: Procedures and Reports (Calkins and Pessah), 173, 180
No No Yes Yes (Patricelli), seesaw structure in, 203
nonstandard vs. standard language, 328
nonverbal communications, 375
notebooks, journals
collections in, 151
for kindergarteners and first graders, 12
listing triggers in, 122
lists of names in, 291
notes on photographs and illustrations in, 222
noting frequent/common themes in, 99
recording important moments in, 120
recording observations in, 101
recording outlandish claims in, 131
for research, 229, 263
as safe space for writing, 71, 87
scrapbook pages on, 103
as source for new characters, 118
spark lines in, 114
spelling as best you can in, 306
trying new genres for old topics, 113
word collections, 273
for writing exercises, 109
note-taking form for assessments, 30–31
Not “So” “Very” “Nice,” 261, 284
nouns
nonpecific, replacing with more precise nouns, 264
possessive, placement of apostrophes, 318
surprising, placement of apostrophes, 318

Obama, Barack, word choices and tone, 280
object pronouns, 351
objects, meaningful, as inspiration, 96, 105
observation skills
approaches to developing, 101
and drawing with lines and shapes, 51–52
 jotting down ideas, 109
 slowing down to look, 240
 thinking about settings, 110
 visiting new places to find ideas, 129
Observe Closely, 92, 96
odd facts, as triggers, examples, 122
Oggie Cooder (Weeks), quirky characters in, 251
Older Than the Stars (K. Fox), lively verbs in, 236
omissions, identifying and fixing, 326
Omit Needless Words, Omit Needless Words, 261, 293
on-demand writing, 2, 16
The One and Only Ivan (Applegate)
action verbs in, 266
verse structure, 282
One Bite at a Time, 60, 83
one-liners, as triggers, 122
one-to-one matching, when reading, 326

Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260, 262

onset, in part-by-part spelling, 308

opinion/persuasive writing/text types. See also informational/nonfiction writing/text types; research in arguments, 8

and defending claims, 221

in editorials, 8

in essays, 8

expected understanding of by grade level, 164–65

hot spots strategy, 95

ideas, topics for, 105

identifying thesis, main argument, 156

moving, rearranging pages, 171

pronouns in, 281

in reviews, 8

in speeches, 8

strategies

Accentuate the Positive (Tightening Up Sentences), 323, 356

Add a Page, Subtract a Page, 166, 170

Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252

Considering Sentence Length, 323, 354

Craft a Thesis, 135, 153

Creating Complex Sentences, 323, 347

Creating Compound Sentences, 323, 348

Eliminating Repetition with Sentence Combining, 323, 345

Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143

Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331

Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102

Knowing When You Need a New Paragraph, 323, 342

Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167, 188

Leading with Contrast, 167, 207

Let Available Source Steer Your Focus, 135, 159

Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95

Move a Page to a New Place, 166, 171

Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183

To And or Not to And? 322, 330

Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191

Paragraph Starters, 322, 339

Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, “How?” 210, 234

Parts of a Topic: Features and Characteristics, 166, 181, 182

Pause for Periods, 322, 335

Problem-Solution Structure for Persuasive Writing, 167, 197

Prove It, 210, 221

Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228

Revising Run-On Sentences, 323, 346

Shape Your Focus with Active Verbs, 135, 160

Start with an Outlandish Claim, 93, 131

Support Your Facts, 210, 233

Use a Refrain, 211, 235

Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149

Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive, 211, 246

Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201

What Problem Are You Solving? 135, 157

Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 135, 145

Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260, 263

Writing to Change the World! 92, 100

oral language

and describing ideas to others, 367

and standard vs. nonstandard English, 328

and storytelling, 366

Oral Mentor Texts: A Powerful Tool for Teaching Reading, Writing, Speaking, and Listening (Dierking and Jones), 366

Organization and Structure goal

beginning, middle, end structures, 36, 170, 173–74, 183, 202

and brainstorming/freewriting, 155

components, promoting facility with, 162

for emergent writers, 36

and having a clear structure, 4

identifying students who would benefit from, 163

importance and purpose, 3–4, 46, 162

informational writing, expected understanding by grade level, 165

narrative writing, expected understanding by grade level, 163

opinion writing, expected understanding of by grade level, 164

parallel story structures, 205

planning before drafting, 185

strategies

Add a Page, Subtract a Page, 166, 170

All About or One Time? 166, 172

Audiences for Information, 167, 189

Beef Up the Middle, 166, 176

Coming Full Circle, 167, 202

Create Urgency, 166, 186

Draw Out (Don't Summarize) to Build Suspense, 167, 194

Draw Your Layout, 167, 190

End in the Moment, 166, 178

End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179

Headings, Subheadings, Sub-Subheadings, 167, 200

Lay Out Pages to See the Architecture, 167, 192

Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167, 188

Leading with Contrast, 167, 207

Line Breaks, 166, 184

Move a Page to a New Place, 166, 171

Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
opinion/persuasive writing/text type, strategies continued

Moving Quickly (or Slowly)

Through Time, 167, 198

Multiscene Storyboarding, 167, 196

Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187

Organize in Sequence, 166, 174

Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191

Parallel Story, 167, 205

Parts of a Topic: Features and Characteristics, 166, 181, 182

Pattern Books, 166, 168

Problem-Solution Structure for Persuasive Writing, 167, 197

Question-Answer, 166, 177

Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195

Say Say Sketch Sketch, Write Write Write, 166, 169

Seesaw Structure, 167, 203

Start with a Plan in Mind, 166, 185

Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180

Take a Piece, Rework the Genre or Structure Several Times, 167, 199

Take Scissors to Your Draft, 167, 193

Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 166, 173

Uh-Oh . . . UH-OH . . . Phew, 166, 175

Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201

Write the Bones, Then Go Back to Flesh It Out, 167, 206

Organize in Sequence, 166, 174

The Other Side (Woodson), pictorial symbolism in, 255

outlining

experimenting with multiple, 191

Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191

as way of making large tasks manageable, 83

Out of the Dust (Hesse), research process for, 238

Over and Over, 93, 116

Owl Moon (Yolen), temporal focus in, 137

P

pacing, sentence length and, 354. See also rhythm

Page, Robin (Creature Features: Twenty-Five Animals Explain Why They Look the Way They Do), 177

pages

adding or subtracting from written text, 170

moving, rearranging, 171

multiple, introducing students to writing, 49

separate, for trying out ideas, 216

pamphlets, 189

The Paperboy (Pilkey), as mentor text, 137, 205

paper choices, and helping student visual writing options, 55

paragraphs

for dialogue, 334

new, deciding to create, 342

planning for, using subtopics, 180

starting sentences, 339

Paragraph Starters, 322, 339, 342

Parallel Story, 167, 205

parentheses

and dashes, 349

Parenthetic Expressions, 323, 335, 352

Parker, Dorothy, on writing, 56

Parsley, Elise, If You Ever Want to Bring an Alligator to School, Don’t!, 252

Part-by-Part Spelling, 297, 308

Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, “How?” 210, 234

Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going), 362, 369

Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track, 60, 70

partnerships, partners. See also Collaborative Activities (goal); writing clubs and accountable writing, 64, 372

and consulting a fellow writer, 80

creating partner spaces, 371

encouraging working together, 64

getting encouragement from, 70

identifying specific help needed from, 371

importance, 360–61

outside of assigned partners, 372

planning writing time with, 72

reactions of

as guide to effectiveness, 379

using symbol codes to indicate, 380

value of creating, 4

Partner Space, 362, 371

Partridge, Elizabeth, Whistling, 137

parts, organizing writing into, 173

Parts of a Topic: Features and Characteristics, 166, 181, 182

part tense, subject-verb agreement, 344

part-text structures, 162–63

passions

revealing, when pitching ideas, 152

writing about, 143

past, remembering, as source of ideas, 90

past perfect, verbs that reflect, 358

past tense, choose verbs to match, 358

Patricelli, Leslie, No No Yes Yes, 203

Pattern Books, 166, 168

Paulsen, Gary Hatchet, 128

use of variable sentence lengths, 354

Pause for Periods, 322, 335

pauses

trying different punctuation for, 350

using dashes to indicate, 349

using ellipses to communicate, 329

peer collaborations, 80

peer influence, power of, 64

The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword, 60, 68

penmanship, importance, 303

Penmanship Counts! 297, 303

Pennypacker, Sara, Meet the Dullards, 291

pens, importance of writing implements, 68

perfectionism

helping students move beyond, 54, 88

helping students overcome, 84

peripheral details, including in descriptions, 241

personal narratives

Always Times, One Time, 92, 112
generating ideas for, 94
Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
narrative mode in, 8
picturing characters, 238
reimaging as poetry, 199
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
Zoom In on a Moment of Importance, 135, 141
personizing leads, for nonfiction writing, 187
Person vs. Nature, 93, 128
persuasive writing. See also opinion/persuasive writing
and crafting a thesis statement, 7
finding most important lines/words in, 147
framing, strategies for, 197
and imagining "what could be," 101
and interviewing people who need help, 102
mentor texts, 100
and writing to effect change, 100
Petri, Alexandra, on use of "said" in dialogue, 226
photographs, illustrations
as basis for inspiration, details, 97
capturing important moments, 120
deriving details from, 222
as extensions of the written words, 136
as source of ideas about setting, 110
as tool for picturing characters, 238
using to spark memories and ideas, 103
Photo Starts, 92, 97
phrases, descriptive, turning nouns into, 223
picture books, wordless, example, 185
pictures
adding details to, 213
matching with words, 212
as writing, in earliest writers, 33–34
In Pictures and in Words: Teaching the Qualities of Good Writing Through Illustration Study (Ray), 48, 271, 280
Pictures Teach, Words Teach, 210, 212
Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done), 60, 63
Picture Your Character, 211, 238
Pilkey, Dav (The Paperboy), 137, 205
pitching ideas, 152
Pitt, Leonard Jr., "Hey, Star Wars Toymakers, Where's Rey? " 207
place, location
adding details to descriptions of, 224
placing characters in a setting, 237
using precise nouns to indicate, 264
Placemats, 394
places
naming, 291
new, visiting, as source for ideas, 129
planning drafts, 185
Make Lines for What You Want to Write, 322
outlining and re-outlining, 191
using drawings as tool for, 136
playfulness
as form of motivation, 168
and hyperbole, 278
Play with Pauses, 323, 350
plodders vs. dumpers, 206
The Plot Thickens: 8 Ways to Bring Fiction to Life (Lukeman), 185
plurals
with base word changes, 319
identifying and spelling, 314
plural verbs, 341
Poe, Edgar Allen, "The Raven," 269
"Poem" (Hughes), as circular text, 202
poetry
creating from prose, 275
eliminating vague imagery, 292
finding focus using, 7, 145
found poems, 9
free verse, 9
haiku, 9
identifying most important lines/words in, 147
narrative poetry, 9
and the purpose of writing, 154
refrains, 195
and reviewing each word used, 283
rewriting as prose, 282
strategies
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Found Poems, 93, 115
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92
Over and Over, 93, 116
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201
Poetry: Powerful Thoughts in Tiny Packages (Calkins and Parsons), 184
Poetry Slam/Coffeehouse, 388
Point Around the Picture, 37, 39
point of view. See also narrative writing, text types
and storytelling, 378
different, trying out with a partner, 378
using pronouns to clarify, 281
Polacco, Patricia, stories inspired by her childhood, 99
political speeches, as mentor texts, 100
Popcorn and a Movie, 393
Porcelli, Alison, singing strategy approach, 168
positives, rephrasing sentences to reflect, 356
possessives, placement of apostrophes, 318
Powerful Lines, 387
The Power of Grammar: Unconventional Approaches to the Conventions of Language (Ehrenworth and Vinton), 249
PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373
"The PQP Method of Responding to Writing" (Lyons), 373
Practical Punctuation: Lessons on Rule Making and Rule Breaking in Elementary Writing (Feigelson), 332, 338, 349–50
praise, 372
Precise Nouns, 260, 264
predicates, 335
pre-emergent readers/writers
approaches to teaching, 36
and composing with pictures, 35
preparing to write process
Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Write to Vent, Then Turn to Your Project, 60, 87
present tense
- choosing verbs to match, 358
- subject-verb agreement, 344

print concepts
- assessing understanding of, 46
- and the role of illustrations, 48

printing out drafts/texts, 192–93

problems
- central, identifying and focusing on, 157
- character’s, organizing around, 175
- clarifying and giving evidence for, 197
- Problem-Solution Structure for Persuasive Writing, 167, 197
- procedural genre/mode, A Series of Pictures to Show Change, 37, 50
- procedural writing, writing paper choices, 10
- procedural writing/text types, narrative procedures, how-to books, 7, 173
- process chart, purpose and example, 24
- processes, all, strategies for. See also developing process; drafting process; editing process; generating and collecting process; preparing to write process; rehearsing process; revising process

Be Realistic, 60, 88
- Experiment with Change, 60, 81
- Form a Club, 362, 377
- Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
- Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
- Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/
  Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
- Listen, Praise., 60, 64
- Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
- Make It a Habit, 60, 85
- Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
- mapping, for units of study, 28
- One Bite at a Time, 60, 83
- organizing strategies by, pros and cons, 1
- Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track, 60, 70
- Partner Space, 362, 371
- The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword, 60, 68
- Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done), 60, 63
- Reread to Jump Back In, 60, 73
- Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice, 60, 71
- Use the Room, 60, 65
- Why Do You Write? 60, 82
- Writers Are Problem Solvers, 60, 67
- Your Aim: Black on White, 60, 84
- prompts
  - connecting to strategies, 18–19
  - writing from, 4
- pronouns
  - identifying, 280
  - possessive, placement of apostrophes, 318
  - and subject-object correspondence, 351
- question-asking
  - as approach to feedback, 19
  - developing using questions, 121
  - during interviews, 228
  - by partners
    - about characters in fictional writing, 376
    - inviting, 369
    - as tool for focusing, 142
    - as way of developing ideas, 121
    - questions, as triggers, examples, 122
- A Quick Guide to Reaching Struggling Writers, K–5 (Cruz), 97, 104, 371
- A Quick Guide to Reviving Disengaged Writers, K–5 (Lehman), 63–64, 75–76, 81
- A Quick Guide to Reviving Disengaged Writers, K–5 (Lehman), 82, 99, 123
- A Quick Guide to Teaching Persuasive Writing, K–2 (Taylor), 101, 102
- quotation marks, 334

R
- The Rain Stomper (Boswell), use of rhythm and sound in, 270
- Raising the Quality of Narrative Writing (Calkins and Kesler), 138
- “The Raven” (Poe), repeated sounds in, 269
- Ray, Katie Wood (Wondrous Words), 26
- Read, Sketch, Stretch, 210, 230
- readers, proficient, and finding themes, 151
- Reader’s Theater, 385
- reading aloud. See also listening skills; storytelling
  - and action verbs, 266
  - to assure clarity, 370
  - and commas, 336
  - drafts, prior to editing, 340
  - for finding “clunks,” 271
  - for finding unnecessary words, 283
  - homophones, 316
  - with partners, 365
  - role of punctuation, 335
  - and saying words slowly, as guide to spelling, 299
strategies
Point Around the Picture, 37, 39
Read Aloud to Find “Clunks,” 260, 271
Read Your Draft Aloud, and Listen, 322, 340
Reread Your Pictures to Teach, 37, 41

*The Reading Strategies Book: Your Everything Guide to Developing Skilled Readers* (Serravallo), 175
Angled Summaries strategy, 252
Double Plot Mountain strategy, 205

reading volume, and engagement in writing, 57
Read Mentor Texts with Two Lenses:
Information, Aesthetic, 210, 227
Read Something on an Unfamiliar Topic, 93, 127
Read with Your Finger, 322, 324, 326
Read Your Writing Backward (and Catch Spelling Mistakes!), 297, 312

realistic fiction

generating ideas for, 94
narrative mode in, 8
reasons, listing both categories and details, 221
redirection, as part of feedback, 19
redrafting, after finding focus, 158
refocusing, as way of reengaging, 63
refrains

identifying text that can serve as, 235
as repetitive structures, 195
regular verbs, tense consistency, 353
rehearsing process

process for beginning writers, 10
process for experienced writers, 13

strategies

All About or One Time? 166, 172
Circles and Sticks, 37, 51
Focus on an Issue, 135, 156
Imagine It, Make It! 37, 55
Interrupt Your Partner, 362, 375
Make Your Pictures Look like the Picture in Your Mind, 37, 45
Say Say Say, Sketch Sketch Sketch, Write Write Write, 166, 169
Storytelling from Sketches, 362, 366

Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Writing Across the Pages, 37, 49

*The Relatives Came* (Rylant)
as circular text, 202
as example of communicating about time, 198
as mentor text, 138

relevance

and choosing one’s own topics, 91
and considering the purpose of writing, 154
and writing about meaningful issues, 125
re-outlining, 191
Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist, 322, 326
repetition

boring, using synonyms to enliven, 279
eliminating by combining sentences, 345
and hearing often-repeated words and phrases, 116
Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195
repetitive structures, 195
of words with repeated sounds, 269
Rephrase for Clarity, 323, 357
reporting skills, and interviewing, 102
representation drawing, defined, 54
Reread and Look for Patterns, 92, 99
rereading. See also reading aloud

after putting writing away for a while, 248
asking question to develop ideas, 121
coming back to “finished” work, 66
continual, as part of the writing process, 301
finding new ideas in earlier writings, 124
finding nouns that can be expanded, 223
finding where details need to be added, 220
freewriting, to focus ideas, 155
to identify new genres for old topics, 113
to identify problem areas, 67
to identify themes, main points, 152
and mining texts for ideas, 104
and mental images evoked by writing, 150
and reading backwards to catch spelling errors, 312
reviewing line breaks in poems, 184
and revising, 73
rewriting using new genre, 199
as stamina-building tool, 47
strategies

Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
Reread to Jump Back In, 60, 73
Reread Your Pictures So It Sounds like a Storybook, 37
Reread Your Pictures to Teach, 37, 41
and streamlining/cutting, 146
as tool for focus, 133, 145
as tool for resume writing, 73
and underlining the most meaningful line, 147
using different lenses during, 227
using editing checklists, 327
research-based texts, using strategies with, 32
research process

and collecting words associated with the topic, 263
for identifying sources of information, 159
Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228
research reports, informational/nonfiction writing in, 7
resolution. See endings, conclusions
reviews, opinion/persuasive mode in, 8
revising process, revisions

actions associated with, introducing, 47
asking “What am I trying to say?” 259
charts as tool for, 81
and the process for beginning writers, 10
and the process for experienced writers, 13
and rereading, 73
revision pens, 68
revision strips, 219
strategies

Accentuate the Positive (Tightening Up Sentences), 323, 356
revising process, revisions, strategies, continued

Act It Out . . . Then Get It Down, 210, 215
Add a Page, Subtract a Page, 166, 170
Add Detail to Make Pictures Easier to Read, 37, 42
Add More to Your Pictures (Then, Maybe More to Your Words!), 210, 213
Alphabox, 260, 268
Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252
Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142
Be Patient, Go Slow, 211, 240
Be Your Own Harshest Critic, 211, 248
Bring Objects to Life 1–8, 260, 265
Changes and Choices, 362, 382
Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245
Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211, 248
Choose Your Pronouns, 261, 281
Clever Titles, Headings, and Subheadings, 260, 277
Clue In the Reader to the Past (Flashback), 211, 256
Collect Triggers, 93, 122
Coming Full Circle, 167, 202
Conclude with the Big Idea, 167, 204
Considering Sentence Length, 323, 354
Consult the Alphabet Chart, 297, 300
Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
Cracking Open Verbs, 211, 236
Craft an “Elevator Speech,” 135, 152
Create Urgency, 166, 186
Creating Compound Sentences, 323, 348
Cut It to the Bone, 135, 146
Dashes, 323, 349
Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now) --and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Draw Out (Don’t Summarize) to Build Suspense, 167, 194
Drew the People? Draw the Place! 37, 48
Eliminating Repetition with Sentence Combining, 323, 345
Ellipses, 322, 329
End in the Moment, 166, 178
End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179
Experimental Draft to Find Focus, 135, 158
Experiment with Change, 60, 81
Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237
External Character Description, 210
Find the Heart, 135, 138
Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143
Flaps and Carets, 210, 219
Focus on an Image, 135, 150
Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247
Group Words for Comprehension: Commas, 322, 337
Gut Check Each Word, 261, 283
How Does Your Character Talk? 211, 244
Hyperbole, 260, 278
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
Know When to Keep an Adverb, 261, 285
Lay Out Pages to See the Architecture, 167, 192
Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167
Leading with Contrast, 167, 207
Leave Only the Essential Words, 260, 275
Let Available Source Steer Your Focus, 135, 159
Let Your Readers Know Who’s Talking! 210, 226
Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Live Like Someone Consumed by a Project, 60, 86
Look Back and Say, “How Can I Make This Clearer?” 37, 44
Make Your Own Word, 260, 274
Make Your Pictures and Your Words Agree, 135, 136
Make Your Pictures Look like the Picture in Your Mind, 37, 45
Mentor Sentence, 211, 249
Move a Page to a New Place, 166, 171
Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
Moving Quickly (or Slowly) Through Time, 167, 198
Name Your Characters and Places, 261, 291
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
Not “So” “Very” “Nice,” 261, 284
“Nudge” Paper, 210, 216
Omit Needless Word, 261, 293
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260
Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191
Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, “How?” 210, 234
Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going), 362, 369
Pictures Teach, Words Teach, 210, 212
Picture Your Character, 211, 238
Play with Pauses, 323, 350
Point Around the Picture, 37, 39
PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373
Precise Nouns, 260, 264
Prove It, 210, 221
Read Aloud to Find “Clunks,” 260, 271
Read Mentor Texts with Two Lenses: Information, Aesthetic, 210, 227
Read with Your Finger, 322, 326
Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195
Rephrase for Clarity, 323, 357
Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228
Revising Run-On Sentences, 323, 330, 346
Revisit the Language Gems in Your Notebook, 260, 273
Rewrite a Line (Again and Again and Again), 261, 288
Rhyme Time, 260, 276
Rhythm, 260, 270
Rule of Threes, 211, 253
Say It with Feeling! 322, 338
Seesaw Structure, 167, 203
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
Semicolons, 323, 355
Shades of Meaning, 260, 267
Shape Your Focus with Active Verbs, 135, 160
Short→Long→Short, 261, 282
Show, Don’t Tell: Emotions, 210, 225
Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance, 260, 269
The “So What? Rule, 135, 154
Specific, Definite, Concrete: Allow Your Words to Call Up Pictures, 261, 292
Speech Bubbles Let Your Characters Talk, 210, 214
Storytelling to Figure Out Point of View and Perspective, 362, 378
Support Your Facts, 210, 233
Surprising Nouns, 261, 290
Surprising Verbs, 261, 289
Take a Piece, Rework the Genre or Structure Several Times, 167, 199
Take Scissors to Your Draft, 167, 193
Talk to Yourself, 211, 250
Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 173
Teach with Diagrams, 210, 217
Tell Me: How Does It Affect You? 362, 379
Tell What It’s Not (to Say What It Is), 211, 239
Underline One Line (That Says the Most), 135, 147
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Use Empathy to Figure Out What to Add, 211, 242
Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive, 211, 246
Using Partners to Make Writing More Readable, 362, 365
Vary Words to Eliminate Repetition, 261, 279
Verbs That Match the Meaning, 266
Voice Comma, 322, 336
Watch Your Tone, 261, 280
Weave in Symbolism, 211, 255
Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201
What Else Happened?” 210, 220
What Problem Are You Solving? 135, 157
Words That Match the Audience, 260, 272
Work for More-Precise Language (by Taking Out Adjectives and Adverbs), 261, 286–87
Write About a Pebble, 135, 140
Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 135, 145
Write “Off the Page,” 135, 155
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260, 263
Writing Across the Pages, 37, 49
Writing Through a Mask (Perspective and Point of View), 211, 243
Written Response, 362, 381
You Can Come Back to a Piece and Do More, 37, 47
Zoom In on a Moment of Importance, 135, 141

Revision Decisions: Talking Through Sentences and Beyond (Anderson and Dean), 345, 348

The Revision Toolbox: Teaching Techniques That Work (Heard), 143, 223, 236, 243
Revisit the Language Gems in Your Notebook, 260, 273
rewriting, as tool for crafting ideas, 152
Rewrite a Line (Again and Again and Again), 261, 288
rewriting and accentuating the positive, 356
obtaining feedback about different versions/drafts, 382
as tool for crafting ideas, 152
using new genre for, 199
Reynolds, John, Stone Fox, 256
Reynolds, Peter, Ish, 128
Rhyme Time, 260, 276
Rhymezone.com, 276
rhyming words, fitting in to text, 276
Rhythm, 260, 270
rhythm. See also listening skills
communicating using punctuation, 338
and hearing sounds in everyday world, 107
in poetry, 184
and reading drafts aloud, 340
The Right Word: Roget and His Thesaurus (Bryant), and the importance of word choice, 267
rimes, and part-by-part spelling, 308
Roberts, Kate and Maggie, 24
Robo-Sauce (Rub), invented words in, 274
Roget, Peter Mark, 267
The Roller Coaster (Frazee), as example of expanding actions using details, 240
Roller Coaster (Frazee), focus on a single event in, 112, 137
Romeo and Juliet (Shakespeare), as person vs. person conflict, 128
Ruby’s Wish (Bridges), use of semicolons in, 355
Rule of Threes, 211, 253
run-on sentences, identifying and revising, 331, 335, 346
Rylant, Cynthia
Dog Heaven, 329
Every Living Thing, 255
Missing May, 349
The Relatives Came, 138, 198
Rylant, Cynthia, continued
The Whales, 289
When I Was Young in the Mountains, 112, 195

"said," use of as dialogue tag, 226
Sarah, Plain and Tall (MacLachlan)
flashbacks in, 256
importance of setting in, 110
Saturdays and Teacakes (Laminack), as example for storyboarding, 196
Say It with Feeling! 322, 338
Say Say Say, Sketch Sketch Sketch, Write Write, 166, 168
scaffolding, strategies as, 16
Scan the Newspaper, 93, 126
scene-painting leads, for nonfiction writing, 187
schedules, weekly, for managing conferences and small group instruction, 29–30
Schoolwide writing program, suggestions for using strategies, 31
scrapbooks, for third graders and older, 103
Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later), 92, 103
scrap paper, uses for, 216, 219
search engines, using to explore topics/ideas, 149
seating arrangements, flexible, 62
second grade
charts, word walls, 307
composing with pictures, 35
expectations for writing volume, 58–59
folders, writing, 10–12
informational writing, expected understanding of, 165
narrative writing, expected understanding of, 163
opinion writing, expected understanding of, 164
strategies
Act It Out . . . Then Get It Down, 210, 215
Add a Page, Subtract a Page, 166, 170
Add More to Your Pictures (Then, Maybe More to Your Words!), 210, 213
All About or One Time? 166, 172
Alphabox, 260, 268
To And or Not to And? 322, 330
Audiences for Information, 167, 189
Beef Up the Middle, 166, 176
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
Bring Objects to Life 1–8, 260, 265
Chin Drops, 297, 309
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Circles and Sticks, 37, 51
Colons, 322, 333
Consult a Fellow Writer, 60, 80
Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
Cracking Open Verbs, 211, 236
Create Urgency, 166, 186
Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
 Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now)–and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Don’t Overdo It! 322, 332
Draw (the Best You Can) and Move On! 54
Drawing with Shapes, 37, 52
Draw Your Layout, 167, 190
Drew the People? Draw the Place! 37, 48
Ellipses, 322, 329
End in the Moment, 166, 178
End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179
External Character Description, 210, 231
Find the Heart, 135, 138
Flaps and Carets, 210, 219
Focus in Time, 135, 137
Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
Imagine It, Make It! 37, 55
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Important People, 92, 94
Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
Jot Today, Write Tomorrow, 92, 108
Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
Keeping a Research Notebook, 210, 229
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167, 188
Left to Right, 37, 46
Let Your Readers Know Who’s Talking! 210, 226
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
Make Your Pictures and Your Words Agree, 135, 136
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Mine Mentor Texts for Topics, 92, 104
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
Move a Page to a New Place, 166, 171
Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
“Nudge” Paper, 210, 216
Observe Closely, 92, 96
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260, 262
Organize in Sequence, 166, 174
Part-by-Part Spelling, 297, 308
Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, “How?” 210, 234
Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going), 362, 369
sentences, length, continued
paragraph starters, 339
planning for, counting words and
drawing lines, 324
related, using semicolons for, 355
rephrasing for clarity, 357
rewriting, 288
run-on, revising, 346
sentence starters, 19, 131
short, impact of using, 338
tightening, uncluttering, 283, 356
using commas in, 337
varied structures in, trying out, 340
sequences, figuring out, and listing, 174
A Series of Pictures to Show Change, 37, 50
Serravallo, Jennifer
Literacy Teacher's Playbook, 2
The Reading Strategies Book, 175, 205, 252
on the value of using strategies, 33
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
setting
describing as way of adding detail, 42
enhancing, and using partner feedback, 375
mixing and matching story elements, 118
placing characters in, 237
as source of ideas, details, 110
seventh grade
collaborations in, 361
expectations for writing volume, 58–59
informational writing, expected understanding of, 165
narrative writing, expected understanding of, 163
opinion writing, expected understanding of, 164
strategies
Abstract Issues, Specific Examples, 93, 125
Accentuate the Positive (Tightening Up Sentences), 323, 356
Alphabox, 260, 268
Always Times, One Time, 92, 112
Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252
To Apostrophe or Not to Apostrophe? (Possessives), 297, 318
Apostrophes for Contractions, 297, 317
Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142
Ask Yourself Questions (and Then Answer Them), 93, 121
Audiences for Information, 167, 189
Be Patient, Go Slow, 211, 240
Be Realistic, 60, 88
Be Your Own Harshest Critic, 211, 248
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
Bring in the Periphery, 211, 241
Bring Objects to Life, 260, 265
Changes and Choices, 362, 382
Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245
Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211
Check for Homophones, 297, 316
Choose Your Pronouns, 261, 281
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Clever Titles, Headings, and Subheadings, 260, 277
Clue In the Reader to the Past (Flashback), 211, 256
Code the Text, 362, 380
Collect Triggers, 93, 122
Colons, 322, 333
Coming Full Circle, 167, 202
Conclude with the Big Idea, 167, 204
Considering Sentence Length, 323, 354
Consult a Fellow Writer, 60, 80
Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
Cracking Open Verbs, 211, 236
Craft an “Elevator Speech,” 135, 152
Craft a Thesis, 135, 153
Create Urgency, 166, 186
Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
Creating Complex Sentences, 323, 347
Creating Compound Sentences, 323, 348
Cut It to the Bone, 135, 146
Dashes, 323, 349
Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now)–and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Defining Moments, 93, 130
Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Don’t Overdo It! 322, 332
Draw Out (Don’t Summarize) to Build Suspense, 167, 194
Draw Your Layout, 167, 190
Eliminating Repetition with Sentence Combining, 323, 345
Ellipses, 322, 329
End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179
Experimental Draft to Find Focus, 135, 158
Experiment with Change, 60, 81
Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237
External Character Description, 210, 231
Found Poems, 93, 115
Get Sparked by Setting, 92, 109
Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247
Give Yourself Exercises/Assignments, 92, 109
Group Words for Comprehension: Commas, 322, 337
Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
Gut Check Each Word, 261, 283
Headings, Subheadings, Subheadings, 167, 200
Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
How Does Your Character Talk? 211, 244
Hyperbole, 260, 278
Ideas for Other Genres Might Be Hiding in Plain Sight! 93, 113
If It Could Go on Facebook, You Can Jot It in a Notebook, 93, 120
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Imagine Your Audience and Consider Your Purpose, 135, 144
Important People, 92, 94
Interrupt Your Partner, 362, 375
Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
I or Me? Us or We? They or Them? 323, 351
Irregular Verbs and Subject–Verb Agreement, 323, 344
Jot Today, Write Tomorrow, 92, 108
Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
Keeping a Research Notebook, 210, 229
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
Knowing When You Need a New Paragraph, 323, 342
Know When to Keep an Adverb, 261, 285
Lay Out Pages to See the Architecture, 167, 192
Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167, 188
Leading with Contrast, 167, 207
Leave Only the Essential Words, 260, 275
Let Available Source Steer Your Focus, 135, 159
Let Your Readers Know Who’s Talking! 210, 226
Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
Live Like Someone Consumed by a Project, 60, 86
Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
Make It a Habit, 60, 85
Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
Make Your Own Word, 260, 274
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Making It Plural (While Changing the Base Word) 4, 297, 319
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Match the Number of the Subject to the Number of the Verb, 322, 341
Mentor Sentence, 211, 249
Mine Mentor Texts for Topics, 92, 104
Mix and Match Story Elements, 93, 118
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
Moving Quickly (or Slowly) Through Time, 167, 198
Multiscene Storyboarding, 167, 196
Name Your Characters and Places, 261, 291
Negative + Negative = Positive, 323, 343
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
Not “So” “Very” “Nice,” 261, 284
“Nudge” Paper, 210, 216
Observe Closely, 92, 96
Omit Needless Words, 261, 293
One Bite at a Time, 60, 83
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260, 262
Organize in Sequence, 166, 174
Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again, 167, 191
Over and Over, 93, 116
Paragraph Starters, 322, 339
Parallel Story, 167, 205
Parenthetic Expressions, 323, 352
Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, “How?” 210, 234
Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going), 362, 369
Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track, 60, 70
Partner Space, 362, 371
Parts of a Topic: Features and Characteristics, 166, 181, 182
Pause for Periods, 322, 335
The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword, 60, 68
Person vs. Nature, 93, 128
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done), 60, 63
Picture Your Character, 211, 238
Play with Pauses, 323, 350
PQP (Praise, Question, Polish), 362, 373
Precise Nouns, 260, 264
Problem-Solution Structure for Persuasive Writing, 167, 197
Prove It, 210, 221
Punctuating (and Paragraphing) Speech, 322, 334
Purposefully Wander, 93, 124
Read, Sketch, Stretch, 210, 230
Read Aloud to Find “Clunks,” 260, 271
Read Your Draft Aloud, and Listen, 322, 340
Read Your Writing Backward (and Catch Spelling Mistakes!), 297, 312
Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist, 322, 327
Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195
Rephrase for Clarity, 323, 357
Reread and Look for Patterns, 92, 99
seventh grade, strategies, continued
Reread to Jump Back In, 60, 73
Research from People (Interviews), 210, 228
Revising Run-On Sentences, 323, 346
Revisit the Language Gems in Your Notebook, 260, 273
Rewrite a Line (Again and Again and Again), 261, 288
Rhyme Time, 260, 276
Rhythm, 260, 270
Rule of Threes, 211, 253
Say It with Feeling! 322, 338
Scan the Newspaper, 93, 126
Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later), 92, 103
Seesaw Structure, 167, 203
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
Semicolons, 323, 355
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
Shades of Meaning, 260, 267
Shape Your Focus with Active Verbs, 135, 160
Short→Long→Short, 261, 282
Show, Don’t Tell: Emotions, 210, 225
Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice, 60, 71
Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance, 260, 269
The “So What?” Rule, 135, 154
Specific, Definite, Concrete: Allow Your Words to Call Up Pictures, 261, 292
Start with a Character, 92, 106
Start with an Outlandish Claim, 93, 131
Start with a Plan in Mind, 166, 185
Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180
Storytelling to Figure Out Point of View and Perspective, 362, 378
Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77
Subtopics Hiding in Topics, 93, 123
Support Your Facts, 210, 233
Surprising Nouns, 261, 290
Surprising Verbs, 261, 289
Take a Piece, Rework the Genre or Structure Several Times, 167, 199
Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo, 210, 222
Take Scissors to Your Draft, 167, 193
Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Talk to Yourself, 211, 250
Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 166, 173
Teach with Diagrams, 210, 217
Tell Me: Does It Make Sense? 362, 370
Tell Me: Does It Match My Intention? 362, 374
Tell Me: How Does It Affect You? 362, 379
Tell What It’s Not (to Say What It Is), 211, 239
Their Topic, Your Idea, 135, 148
These Are a Few of My Favorite Things, 92, 105
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
Turn to Spell-Check, 297, 315
Underline One Line (That Says the Most), 135, 147
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Use Empancy to Figure Out What to Add, 211, 242
Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive, 211, 246
Use the Room, 60, 65
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Vary Words to Eliminate Repetition, 261, 279
Verbs That Match the Meaning, 260, 266
Verb Tense Consistency Within a Sentence, 323, 353
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Voice Comma, 322, 336
Walk Your World, 92, 101
Watch Your Tone, 261, 280
Weave in Symbolism, 211, 255
Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201
What Else Happened?” 210, 220
What Problem Are You Solving? 135, 157
When Did the Action Happen? (Simple, Continuous, and Perfect Tenses), 323, 358
Why Do You Write? 60, 82
Wonder, “What if. . .?” 93, 117
Word Mapping, 93, 119
Words That Match the Audience, 260, 272
Work for More-Precise Language (by Taking Out Adjectives and Adverbs), 261, 286–87
Write About a Pebble, 135, 140
Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 135, 145
Write a Title, 135, 139
Write “Off the Page,” 135, 155
Writers Are Problem Solvers, 60, 67
Write the Bones, Then Go Back to Flesh It Out, 167, 206
Write the “Inside Story,” 210, 232
Write to Vent, Then Turn to Your Project, 60, 87
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260, 263
Writing Through a Mask (Perspective and Point of View), 211, 243
Writing to Change the World! 92, 100
Written Response, 362, 381
Your Aim: Black on White, 60, 84
Zoom In on a Moment of Importance, 135, 141
Shades of Meaning, 260, 267
Shape Your Focus with Active Verbs, 135, 160
shared reading
counting words and making lines, 324
learning about action verbs, 266
shared writing
and eliminating unnecessary words, 293
introducing pattern books, 168
Short→Long→Short, 261, 282

Shortcut (Crews)

use of ellipses in, 329
use of onomatopoeia in, 262
use of punctuation in, 338
short sentences, when to use, 354
Show, Don't Tell: Emotions, 210, 225
Show, Don't Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
side projects, tips for generating, 79
sight, using to describe place/setting, 224
signs, 189
sign writing, Writing to Change the World!, 92, 100
Silence the "It's No Good" Voice, 60, 71
similes
introducing, 218
using to enliven facts, 246
simple actions, verbs that reflect, 358
singing songs, as tool for presenting strategies, 168
singular verbs, 341
sixth grade

- collaborations in, 361
- expectations for writing volume, 58–59
- informational writing, expected understanding of, 165
- narrative writing, expected understanding of, 163
- opinion writing, expected understanding of, 164
- strategies
  - Abstract Issues, Specific Examples, 93, 125
  - Accentuate the Positive (Tightening Up Sentences), 323, 356
  - Alphabox, 260, 268
  - Always Times, One Time, 92, 112
  - Anecdotes Can Teach and Give Evidence, 211, 252
  - To Apostrophe or Not to Apostrophe? (Possessives), 297, 318
  - Apostrophes for Contractions, 297, 317
  - Ask Questions to Focus, 135, 142
  - Ask Yourself Questions (and Then Answer Them), 93, 121
  - Audiences for Information, 167, 189
  - Be Patient, Go Slow, 211, 240
  - Be Realistic, 60, 88
  - Be Your Own Harshest Critic, 211, 248
  - Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
  - Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
  - Bring in the Periphery, 211, 241
  - Bring Objects to Life 1–8, 260, 265
  - Changes and Choices, 362, 382
  - Character Dialogue and Dialect for Historical Accuracy, 211, 245
  - Character Gestures to Show Traits, 211, 251
  - Check for Homophones, 297, 316
  - Choose Your Pronouns, 261, 281
  - Circle and Spell, 297, 313
  - Clever Titles, Headings, and Subheadings, 260, 277
  - Clue In the Reader to the Past (Flashback), 211, 256
  - Code the Text, 362, 380
  - Collect Triggers, 93, 122
  - Colons, 322, 333
  - Coming Full Circle, 167, 202
  - Conclude with the Big Idea, 167, 204
  - Considering Sentence Length, 323, 354
  - Consult a Fellow Writer, 60, 80
  - Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
  - Cracking Open Verbs, 211, 236
  - Craft an “Elevator Speech,” 135, 152
  - Craft a Thesis, 135, 153
  - Create Urgency, 166, 186
  - Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
  - Creating Complex Sentences, 323, 347
  - Creating Compound Sentences, 323, 348
  - Cut It to the Bone, 135, 146
  - Dashes, 323, 349
  - Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now)--and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
  - Defining Moments, 93, 130
  - Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376
  - Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
  - Don’t Overdo It! 322, 332
  - Draw Out (Don’t Summarize) to Build Suspense, 167, 194
  - Draw Your Layout, 167, 190
  - Eliminating Repetition with Sentence Combining, 323, 345
  - Ellipses, 322, 329
  - End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179
  - Experimental Draft to Find Focus, 135, 158
  - Experiment with Change, 60, 81
  - Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237
  - External Character Description, 210, 231
  - Find a Theme in Your Collection, 135, 151
  - Find Characters and Ideas in the World, 93, 129
  - Find the Heart, 135, 138
  - Find Your Passion to Focus, 135, 143
  - Flaps and Carets, 210, 219
  - Focus on an Image, 135, 150
  - Focus on an Issue, 135, 156
  - Form a Club, 362, 377
  - Found Poems, 93, 115
  - Get Sparked by Setting, 92, 110
  - Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247
  - Give Yourself Exercises/Assignments, 92, 109
  - Group Words for Comprehension: Commas, 322, 337
  - Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
  - Gut Check Each Word, 261, 283
  - Headings, Subheadings, Sub-Subheadings, 167, 200
  - Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
  - How Does Your Character Talk? 211, 244
  - Hyperbole, 260, 278
sixth grade, strategies, continued
Ideas for Other Genres Might Be
Hiding in Plain Sight! 93, 113
If It Could Go on Facebook, You
Can Jot It in a Notebook, 93, 120
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Imagine Your Audience and
Consider Your Purpose, 135, 144
Important People, 92
Interrupt Your Partner, 362, 375
Interview to Dig for and Uncover
Topics, 92, 102
I or Me? Us or We? They or Them?
323, 351
Irregular Verbs and Subject–Verb
Agreement, 323, 344
Jot Today, Write Tomorrow, 92, 108
Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
Keeping a Research Notebook, 210,
229
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/
Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
Knowing When You Need a New
Paragraph, 323, 342
Know When to Keep an Adverb,
261, 285
Lay Out Pages to See the
Architecture, 167, 192
Lead by Addressing the Reader,
167, 188
Leading with Contrast, 167, 207
Leave Only the Essential Words,
260, 275
Let Available Source Steer Your
Focus, 135, 159
Let Your Readers Know Who's
Talking! 210, 226
Lie (to Tell the Truth), 211, 254
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
Live Like Someone Consumed by a
Project, 60, 86
Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
Make It a Habit, 60, 85
Make Promises (You Can Keep),
362, 368
Make Your Own Word, 260, 274
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus
-s or -es), 297, 314
Making It Plural (While Changing
the Base Word) 4, 297, 319
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Match the Number of the Subject
to the Number of the Verb, 322,
341
Mentor Sentence, 211, 249
Mine Mentor Texts for Topics, 92,
104
Mix and Match Story Elements,
93, 118
Moments with Strong Feelings,
92, 95
Moving from Chunk to Chunk,
166, 183
Moving Quickly (or Slowly)
Through Time, 167, 198
Multiscene Storyboarding, 167, 196
Name Your Characters and Places,
261, 291
Negative + Negative = Positive,
323, 343
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
Not "So" "Very" "Nice," 261, 284
"Nudge" Paper, 210, 216
Observe Closely, 92, 96
Obtain Needless Words, 261, 293
One Bite at a Time, 60, 83
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260,
262
Organize in Sequence, 166, 174
Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again,
167, 191
Over and Over, 93, 116
Parallel Story Starters, 322, 339
Parenthetic Expression, 323, 352
Partner Facts: Ask Yourself,
“How?” 210, 234
Partner Inquisition (to Get Your
Thinking Going), 362, 369
Partners Can Give Gentle
Reminders to Stay on Track,
60, 70
Partner Space, 362, 371
Parts of a Topic: Features and
Characteristics, 166, 181, 182
Pause for Periods, 322, 335
The Pen is Mightier Than the
Sword, 60, 68
Person vs. Nature, 93, 128
Photo Starts, 92, 97
Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It
Done), 60, 63
Picture Your Character, 211, 238
Play with Pauses, 323, 350
PQP (Praise, Question, Polish),
362, 373
Precise Nouns, 260
Problem-Solution Structure for
Persuasive Writing, 167, 197
Prove It, 210, 221
Punctuating (and Paragraphing)
Speech, 322, 334
Purposefully Wander, 93, 124
Read, Sketch, Stretch, 210, 230
Read Aloud to Find "Clunks," 260,
271
Read Mentor Texts with Two
Lenses: Information, Aesthetic,
210, 227
Read Something on an Unfamiliar
Topic, 93, 127
Read Your Draft Aloud, and Listen,
322, 340
Read Your Writing Backward (and
Catch Spelling Mistakes!), 297,
312
Repeated Rereadings to Check a
Checklist, 322, 327
Repetition/List Structure, 167, 195
Rephrase for Clarity, 323, 357
Reread and Look for Patterns, 92,
99
Reread to Jump Back In, 60, 73
Research from People (Interviews),
210, 228
Revisiting Run-On Sentences, 323,
346
Revisit the Language Gems in Your
Notebook, 260, 273
Rewrite a Line (Again and Again
and Again), 261, 288
Rhyme Time, 260, 276
Rhythm, 260, 270
Rule of Threes, 211, 253
Say It with Feeling! 322, 338
Scan the Newspaper, 93, 126
Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later), 92
Seesaw Structure, 167, 203
See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile), 210, 218
Semicolons, 323, 355
Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time, 60, 75
Shades of Meaning, 260, 267
Shape Your Focus with Active Verbs, 135, 160
Short→Long→Short, 261, 282
Show, Don’t Tell: Emotions, 210, 225
Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places, 210, 224
 Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice, 60, 71
Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance, 260, 269
The “So What? Rule, 135, 154
Specific, Definite, Concrete: Allow Your Words to Call Up Pictures, 261, 292
Start with a Character, 92, 106
Start with an Outlandish Claim, 93, 131
Start with a Plan in Mind, 166, 185
Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180
Storytelling to Figure Out Point of View and Perspective, 362, 378
Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77
Subtopics Hiding in Topics, 93, 123
Support Your Facts, 210, 233
Surprising Nouns, 261, 290
Surprising Verbs, 261, 289
Take a Piece, Rework the Genre or Structure Several Times, 167, 199
Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo, 210, 222
Take Scissors to Your Draft, 167, 193

Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Talk to Yourself, 211, 250
Teaching Texts: How-Tos, 166, 173
Teach with Diagrams, 210, 217
Tell Me: Does It Make Sense? 362, 370
Tell Me: Does It Match My Intention? 362, 374
Tell Me: How Does It Affect You? 362, 379
Tell What It’s Not (to Say What It Is), 211, 239
Their Topic, Your Idea, 135, 148
These Are a Few of My Favorite Things, 92, 105
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
Turn to Spell-Check, 297, 315
Underline One Line (That Says the Most), 135, 147
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections, 135, 149
Use Empathy to Figure Out What to Add, 211, 242
Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive, 211, 246
Use the Room, 60, 65
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Vary Words to Eliminate Repetition, 261, 279
Verbs That Match the Meaning, 260, 266
Verb Tense Consistency Within a Sentence, 323, 353
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Voice Comma, 322, 336
Walk Your World, 92, 101
Watch Your Tone, 261, 280
Weave in Symbolism, 211, 255
Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201
What Else Happened?” 210, 220
What Problem Are You Solving? 135, 157
When Did the Action Happen? (Simple, Continuous, and Perfect Tenses), 323, 358
Why Do You Write? 60, 82
Wonder, “What if…” 93, 117
Word Mapping, 93, 119
Words That Match the Audience, 260, 272
Work for More-Precise Language (by Taking Out Adjectives and Adverbs), 261, 286–87
Write About a Pebble, 135, 140
Write a Poem to Try On a Focus, 135, 145
Write a Title, 135, 139
Write “Off the Page,” 135, 155
Writers Are Problem Solvers, 60, 67
Write the Bones, Then Go Back to Flesh It Out, 167, 206
Write the “Inside Story,” 210, 232
Write to Vent, Then Turn to Your Project, 60, 87
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 260, 263
Writing Through a Mask (Perspective and Point of View), 211, 243
Writing to Change the World! 92, 100
Written Response, 362, 381
Your Aim: Black on White, 60, 84
Zoom In on a Moment of Importance, 135, 141
sketches, illustrative creating while reading informational texts, 230
storytelling using, 366
The Skin That We Speak: Thoughts on Language and Culture in the Classroom (Delpit), 272
Skylark (MacLachan), as mentor text about setting, 110
Skype, 391
slang, 244
Sloan, Holly Goldberg (Counting by 7’s), 232
slowing down, and seeing/experiencing life’s details, 240
Slumber Party, 392

THE WRITING STRATEGIES BOOK 47
small-group instruction
and class profiles, 29
managing, 29–30
Small-Group Shares, 391
Small Moments: Writing with Focus, Detail,
and Dialogue (Calkins, Smith, and
Rothman), 141

small moment writing, End in the Moment,
166, 178
Smarter Charts, K–2: Optimizing
an Instructional Staple to Create
Independent Readers and Writers
(Martinelli and Mraz), 65
Smarter Charts book series (Martinelli and
Mraz), 23
snap words (high-frequency words), using
word walls to reinforce, 304
Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance,
and Assonance, 260, 269
Snow Day (Laminack), as mentor text, 194
"so," as a vague word, 284
social issues
as focus, choosing details for, 156
and focusing on the central problem, 157
getting started writing about, 156
solutions
boxing off, and then elaborating on, 194
clarifying problems through, 197
as possible ending, 185
"Song of the Dolphin" (Heard), as example of
seeing through someone else’s eyes, 243
sorting, as tool for recognizing spelling
patterns and rules, 311
sound of writing. See also reading aloud
sounds. See also reading aloud; tone
associating with letters, 298, 300
and cadence, 244, 247, 249, 280
imaging sounds associated with places, 262
reproducing in writing, 262
and repetition/rhythm, 269–70
as source for ideas, 107
and speaking words aloud, 247, 250
strategies
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Get the Sound (of Some Mentors) in Your Head, 211, 247
Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects, 260, 262
Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance, 260, 269
Use a Partner to Hear More Sounds in Words, 362, 364
source material. See also research; topics, ideas
and for found poems, 115
using to help focus topics, 159
The “So What? Rule, 135, 154
spacing tools, 325
speaking aloud, 250
Specific, Definite, Concrete: Allow Your Words to Call Up Pictures, 261, 292
speech bubbles. See also dialog
Speech Bubbles Let Your Characters Talk, 210, 213, 214
using to add detail, 42
speeches
opinion/persuasive mode in, 8
use of rhythm in, 270
speech patterns, natural, using in dialogue, 244
speech writing
elevator speeches, 152
hot spots strategy, 95
Writing to Change the World! 92, 100
Speed Share, 392
spelling and letter formation goal charts for 315
correct, overemphasizing, 306
errors, approaches to catching, 312–13
matching students to strategies, 295–96
importance, 4, 36, 294–95
partners, working with, 364
and paralyzing perfectionism, 307, 313
spell-checks, guidelines for using, 315
strategies
To Apostrophe or Not to Apostrophe? (Possessives), 297, 318
Apostrophes for Contractions, 297, 317
Check for Homophones, 297, 316
Chin Drops, 297, 309
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Consult the Alphabet Chart, 297, 300
Long or Short Word? 297, 298
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Making It Plural (While Changing the Base Word) 4, 297, 319
Part-by-Part Spelling, 297, 308
Penmanship Counts! 297, 303
Read Your Writing Backward (and Catch Spelling Mistakes!), 297, 312
Spell as Best You Can—on the First Go, 297, 306
Talk like a Turtle, 297, 299
Turn to Spell-Check, 297, 315
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Visualize the Word and Have a Go, 297, 310
Vowel Charts for the Middles of Words, 297, 305
When’s It Big? When’s It Small? 297, 302
Write, Reread, Write, Reread, Repeat, 297, 301
Write Word Wall Words in a Snap! 297, 304
Spelling K–8: Planning and Teaching
(Snowball and Bolton), 295, 306, 308, 311
spin, personal, adding to assigned topics, 148
Spinelli, Jerry, names choices in books by, 291
stamina
building, 4
engagement inventories, 19
keeping pencil in hand, 69
and rereading, 47
standard vs. nonstandard language, 328
starting to write, getting started, 71
Start with a Character, 92, 106
Start with an Outlandish Claim, 93, 131
Start with a Plan in Mind, 166, 185
Start with a Table of Contents, 166, 180
State of the Union, 2016 (Obama), word choices and tone in, 280
Steig, William (Brave Irene), 128
Stein on Writing: A Master Editor of Some of the Most Successful Writers of Our Century Shares His Craft Techniques and Strategies (Stein, 285)
Stellaluna (Cannon), use of colons in, 333
steps, listing, and organizing writing sequentially, 174
Stick and Stone (Ferry), use of surprising nouns, 290
sticky notes, adding details using, 219
Stone Fox (Reynolds), flashbacks in, 256
storyboarding. See also drawing, sketching and handling time in narratives, 198
Multiscene Storyboarding, 167, 196, 198 as a prompt, 375
storytelling
interrupting partners during, 375
modeling, 40
and moving slowly through time, 198
by news reporters, as source for ideas, 126
and point of view, 378
Reread Your Pictures So It Sounds like a Storybook, 37, 40
Storytelling from Sketches, 362, 366
Storytelling to Figure Out Point of View and Perspective, 362, 378
and using pictures over multiple pages, 49–50
and using stories to support facts, 233
Strategic Writing Conferences: Finished Projects (Anderson), 331, 333
Strategic Writing Conferences: Smart Conversations That Move Young Writers Forward (Anderson), 281
strategy-based approach to teaching writing. See also specific strategies throughout
importance and effectiveness, 16
and levels of instruction, 5
mapping strategies to units of study, 28
strategy section, overview, 6–7, 14
using multiple strategies, 16–18
structure. See Organization and Structure goal
Stuart Little (White), complex sentences in, 347
Stuck with Writing? Read., 60, 77
subheadings
attention-getting, choosing words for, 277
as way of breaking down information, 200
subject-object correspondences, and pronoun selection, 351
subject pronouns, 351
subject-verb agreement
irregular verbs, 344
singulars and plurals, 341
sub-subheadings, as way of breaking down information, 200
subtopics
collecting information for, 229
creating new paragraphs for, 342
identifying within topics, 181–82
providing headings for, 200
Subtopics Hiding in Topics, 93, 123
as way of organizing writings, 180
suffixes
and identifying and spelling plurals, 314
and plurals, 319
summarizing, and moving quickly through time, 198
The Sunsets of Miss Olivia Wiggins (Laminack), as circular text, 202
Support Your Facts, 210, 233
surprises, using colons to indicate, 333
Surprising Nouns, 261, 290
Surprising Sharks (Davies), as circular text, 202
Surprising Verbs, 261, 289
suspense
approaches to creating, 194
communicating with ellipses, 329
Swados, Elizabeth (“Me”), 351
A Sweet Smell of Roses (Johnson), as circular text, 202
syllables
chin drops technique, 309
and identifying and spelling plurals, 314
and part-by-part spelling, 308
symbolism, enhancing meaning using, 254–55
symbols, for marking up writing, 380
Symphony Share, 387
synonyms
replacing boring repetition using, 279
and shades of meaning, 267
syntactical thresholds, 330

T
table of contents, 180, 182
Take a Piece, Rework the Genre or Structure Several Times, 167, 199
Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo, 210, 222
Take Scissors to Your Draft, 167, 193
The Tales of Despereaux (DiCamillo), mentor sentence from, 249
Talk Around the Idea, Then Write, 362
Talk as You Draw, 37, 38
talking to oneself
allowing, 40
and hearing written words, 250
Talk like a Turtle, 297, 299
Talk to Yourself, 211, 250
Teaching Tips section, overview, 14
Teach with Diagrams, 210, 217
Team Moon: How 400,000 People Landed Apollo 11 on the Moon (Thimmesh), varying sentence structure in, 340
Tell Me: Does It Make Sense? 362, 370
Tell Me: Does It Match My Intention? 362, 374
Tell Me: How Does It Affect You? 362, 379
Tell Me: How Does It Not (to Say What It Is), 211, 239
"10 Steps to Becoming a Better Writer” (Clark, 85
"10 Things They Won’t Tell You about the Flint Water Tragedy: But I Will” (Moore), 143
tense consistency in verbs, 353
Terban, Marvin, It Figures! Fun Figures of Speech, 278
text levels A-C, pattern books for, 168
textbook-based literacy programs, using strategies with, 32
texts, marking up using symbols, 380
Their Topic, Your Idea, 82, 135, 148
themes. See also Ideas, Generating and Collecting
in collections, identifying, 151
common, expressing using different genres, 99
crafting through rewriting/rewording, 152
and identifying the purpose of writing, 154
in main argument, providing details for, 201
mixing and matching story elements, 118
narrowing, using active verbs, 160
pitching ideas, as way of identifying, 152
returning to throughout lifetime, 99
streamlining, 146
using symbols to represent, 255
thesaurus, value of, 267, 279
These Are a Few of My Favorite Things, 92, 105
thesis, listing reasons for defending, 221
thesis statement
crafting, for persuasive writing, 7
underlining and clarifying, 147
third grade, 12
expected writing volume, 58–59
informational writing, expected understanding of, 165
narrative writing, expected understanding of, 163
notebooks, writing, 12
opinion writing, expect progression of, 164
strategies
Act It Out . . . Then Get It Down, 210, 215
Alphabox, 260, 268
Always Times, One Time, 92, 112
To Apostrophe or Not to Apostrophe? (Possessives), 297, 318
Apostrophes for Contractions, 297, 317
Audiences for Information, 167, 189
Beef Up the Middle, 166, 176
Be Patient, Go Slow, 211, 240
Borrow a (Spark) Line, 93, 114
Break Up Your Writing Time into Smaller Chunks, 60, 76
Bring in the Periphery, 211, 241
Bring Objects to Life, 260, 265
Check for Homophones, 297, 316
Chin Drops, 297, 309
Circle and Spell, 297, 313
Clever Titles, Headings, and Subheadings, 260, 277
Colons, 322, 333
Consult a Fellow Writer, 60, 80
Cracking Open Nouns, 210, 223
Cracking Open Verbs, 211, 236
Create Urgency, 166, 186
Create Your Best Environment, 60, 62
Decide a Piece Is “Finished” (for Now)--and Self-Start a New One, 60, 66
Dig for Fictional Details with a Partner, 362, 376
Does It Sound like a Book? 322, 328
Don’t Overdo It! 322, 332
Draw Out (Don’t Summarize) to Build Suspense, 167, 194
Draw Your Layout, 167, 190
Ellipses, 322, 329
End in the Moment, 166, 178
End with Last Words from the Character, 166, 179
Experiment with Change, 60, 81
Exploring Options for Setting, 211, 237
External Character Description, 210, 231
Find the Heart, 135, 138
Flaps and Carets, 210, 219
Focus in Time, 135, 137
Found Poems, 93, 115
Get Sparked by Setting, 92, 110
Give Yourself Exercises/Assignments, 92, 109
Group Words for Comprehension: Commas, 322, 337
Guess What! Complete Sentences, 322, 331
Help Wanted/Help Offered, 362, 372
Hyberbole, 260, 278
Ideas for Other Genres Might Be Hiding in Plain Sight! 93, 113
Imagine Your Audience, 60, 78
Important People, 92, 94
Interrupt Your Partner, 362, 375
Interview to Dig for and Uncover Topics, 92, 102
Jot Today, Write Tomorrow, 92, 108
Keep a Side Project, 60, 79
Keeping a Research Notebook, 210, 229
Keep Objects Close, 60, 74
Keep Your Pencil in Your Hand/Fingers on the Keyboard, 60, 69
Lay Out Pages to See the Architecture, 167, 192
Lead by Addressing the Reader, 167, 188
Leave Only the Essential Words, 260, 275
Let Your Readers Know Who’s Talking! 210, 226
Line Breaks, 166, 184
Listen, Praise., 60, 64
Listen for (and Write!) Music, 92, 107
Make a Plan for Writing Time, 60, 72
Make It a Habit, 60, 85
Make Promises (You Can Keep), 362, 368
Make Your Own Word, 260, 274
Making It Plural (Consonants Plus -s or -es), 297, 314
Mapping the Heart, 92, 98
Mine Mentor Texts for Topics, 92, 104
Mix and Match Story Elements, 93, 118
Moments with Strong Feelings, 92, 95
Moving from Chunk to Chunk, 166, 183
Multiscene Storyboarding, 167, 196
Nonfiction Leads, 166, 187
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writing Strategy</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To And or Not to And?</td>
<td>322, 330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Nudge” Paper</td>
<td>210, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe Closely</td>
<td>92, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Bite at a Time</td>
<td>60, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onomatopoeia: Sound Effects</td>
<td>260, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organize in Sequence</td>
<td>166, 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline, Reoutline, Outline Again</td>
<td>167, 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over and Over</td>
<td>93, 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-by-Part Spelling</td>
<td>297, 308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Facts: Ask Yourself, “How?”</td>
<td>210, 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Inquisition (to Get Your Thinking Going)</td>
<td>362, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partners Can Give Gentle Reminders to Stay on Track</td>
<td>60, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Space</td>
<td>362, 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts of a Topic: Features and Characteristics</td>
<td>166, 181, 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause for Periods</td>
<td>322, 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword</td>
<td>60, 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo Starts</td>
<td>92, 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture the End! (Or, Imagine It Done)</td>
<td>60, 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture Your Character</td>
<td>211, 238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQP (Praise, Question, Polish)</td>
<td>362, 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precise Nouns</td>
<td>260, 264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-Solution Structure for Persuasive Writing</td>
<td>167, 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prove It</td>
<td>210, 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuating (and Paragraphing) Speech</td>
<td>322, 334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question-Answer</td>
<td>166, 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read, Sketch, Stretch</td>
<td>210, 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Aloud to Find “Clunks,”</td>
<td>260, 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Mentor Texts with Two Lenses: Information, Aesthetic</td>
<td>210, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Your Writing Backward and Catch Spelling Mistakes</td>
<td>297, 312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated Rereadings to Check a Checklist</td>
<td>322, 327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition/List Structure</td>
<td>167, 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reread and Look for Patterns</td>
<td>92, 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reread to Jump Back In</td>
<td>60, 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research from People (Interviews)</td>
<td>210, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revisit the Language Gems in Your Notebook</td>
<td>260, 273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhyme Time</td>
<td>260, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm</td>
<td>260, 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say It with Feeling!</td>
<td>322, 338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrapbook Your Life (to Write About it Later)</td>
<td>92, 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See the World like a Poet (Metaphor and Simile)</td>
<td>210, 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set a “More” Goal for the Whole Writing Time</td>
<td>60, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shades of Meaning</td>
<td>260, 267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show, Don’t Tell: Emotions</td>
<td>210, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show, Don’t Tell: Using Senses to Describe Places</td>
<td>210, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silence the “It’s No Good” Voice</td>
<td>60, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneaky Sounds: Alliteration, Consonance, and Assonance</td>
<td>260, 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spell as Best You Can—on the First Go</td>
<td>297, 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start with a Character</td>
<td>92, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start with a Plan in Mind</td>
<td>166, 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start with a Table of Contents</td>
<td>166, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling from Sketches</td>
<td>362, 366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuck with Writing? Read, Support Your Facts</td>
<td>210, 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take Notes from an Illustration or a Photo</td>
<td>210, 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take Scissors to Your Draft</td>
<td>167, 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talk Around the Idea, Then Write</td>
<td>210, 362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Texts: How-Tos</td>
<td>166, 173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach with Diagrams</td>
<td>210, 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell Me: Does It Make Sense?</td>
<td>362, 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell Me: Does It Match My Intention?</td>
<td>362, 374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell What It’s Not (to Say What It Is)</td>
<td>211, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These Are a Few of My Favorite Things</td>
<td>92, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tour Your Home</td>
<td>92, 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn to Spell-Check</td>
<td>297, 315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uh-Oh . . . UH-OH . . . Phew</td>
<td>166, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a Refrain</td>
<td>211, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Empathy to Figure Out What to Add</td>
<td>211, 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use the Room</td>
<td>60, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Words You Know to Spell</td>
<td>297, 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown Words</td>
<td>297, 307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Your Resources to Spell</td>
<td>297, 307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vary Words to Eliminate Repetition</td>
<td>261, 279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs That Match the Meaning</td>
<td>260, 266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualize the Word and Have a Go</td>
<td>297, 310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice Comma</td>
<td>322, 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel Charts for the Middles of Words</td>
<td>297, 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk Your World</td>
<td>92, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Else Happened?</td>
<td>210, 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why Do You Write?</td>
<td>60, 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wonder, “What if…”</td>
<td>93, 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Mapping</td>
<td>93, 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words That Match the Audience</td>
<td>260, 272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write About a Pebble</td>
<td>135, 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write a Title</td>
<td>135, 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writers Are Problem Solvers</td>
<td>60, 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write the “Inside Story,”</td>
<td>210, 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary</td>
<td>260, 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing to Change the World!</td>
<td>92, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Aim: Black on White</td>
<td>60, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threes, rule of</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Tiger Rising (DiCamillo), flashbacks in</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choosing verbs to match</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events as focus for writing</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experience of, as source for ideas</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and focusing on the small moment</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handling using flashbacks</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and a narrow vs. broad focus</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
time, continued
and organizing writing sequentially, 174
passage of, communicating with
ellipses, 329
slowing down in writing, 240
storytelling vs. summarizing, 198
and tense consistency, 353
using examples to describe, 50
using new paragraphs to describe, 342
using precise nouns to indicate, 264
Time for Meaning: Crafting Literate Lives in
Middle & High School (Bomer), 106
Time in the Author's Chair, 385
timelines
and parallel story structures, 205
as way of generating ideas, 94
Tiny Creatures: The World of Microbes
(Davies)
parenthetical expressions in, 352
use of colons in, 333
titles
attention-getting, choosing words for, 277
introducing, 139
Toast! 389
tone
effects of pronouns on, 281
hearing, by reading writing aloud, 250
role of word choice in communicating, 280
using punctuation to communicate, 338
tools, purpose and example, 24
topics, ideas. See also Ideas, Generating and
Collecting (goal); themes
introducing at start of paragraphs, 339
listing reasons for defending, 221
and making sure the whole work
reflects the topic, 49
matching vocabulary to, 263
mixing and matching story elements, 118
images evoked by, identifying, 150
returning to throughout lifetime, 99
rewriting using different genres, 199
touch, using to describe place, 224
Touch, Then Draw, 37, 53
touching, asking permission before, 53
Tough Boris (Fox), seesaw structure in, 203
Tour Your Home, 92, 111
traditions, as source of ideas, 112
Traits Writing program, suggestions for
using strategies, 31
transcribing students' retelling, 40
transitions
encouraging reluctant writers, 73
transition sentences, 339
words used for, examples, 183
triggers, examples of triggers, 114, 122
The True Story of the Three Little Pigs
(Scieszka), and seeing through another's
eyes, 243
Truss, Lynne (Eats Shoots and Leaves!), 336
"Try This! Outline, Re-Outline, Re-Outline
Again" (Serravallo), 191
T-shirt Publishing, 393
Turn to Spell-Check, 297, 315
U
Uh-Oh . . . UH-OH . . . Phew, 7, 166, 175
underlining
as tool for identifying main ideas, 152
Underline One Line (That Says the
Most), 135, 147
unexpected subjects, mentor texts with, 173
United of Study for Teaching Writing, Grades
3–5 (Calkins), 27
units of study
designing, 27–28
mapping processes and strategies for, 28
suggestions for using strategies, 31
Units of Study in Opinion, Narrative and
Informational Writing (Calkins and
colleagues), 168, 327
uppercase letters, introducing, 302
Use Imagery to Make a Fact Come Alive,
211, 246
Use a Refrain, 211, 235
Use the Room, 60, 65
Use a Search Engine to Find Connections,
135, 149
Use Words You Know to Spell Unknown
Words, 297, 311
Use Your Resources to Spell, 297, 307
Using a Mentor section, overview, 15
Using Partners to Make Writing More
Readable, 362, 365
V
vague words, identifying and changing, 284
Vary Words to Eliminate Repetition, 261, 279
venturing by writing down feelings, 87
verbal skills, strategies for developing, 40
verbs
active
matching to meaning, 266
for sharpening focus, 160
dull, enlivening to reflect meaning, 236
irregular, and subject-verb agreement, 344
singular vs. plural, matching to
subject, 341
strong, surprising, value of using, 289
tense consistency, 353
and timing of actions, 358
Verbs That Match the Meaning, 260,
266, 289
Verb Tense Consistency Within a
Sentence, 323, 353, 358
Vernali, Stephanie (Eat It, Print It), 50
"very," as a vague word, 284
A Visitor for Bear (B. Becker), expression of
feelings in, 141
visualizing. See also drawing, sketching;
imagining
and acting out stories, 215
as basis for adding details, and
gestures, 251
Visualize the Word and Have a Go,
297, 310, 311
Visuals section
content and purpose, 15
using effectively 23–24
vocabulary. See Word Choice goal
voice
hearing, by reading aloud, 250
importance, emphasizing, 5
mentor texts with, 173
Voice Comma, 322, 336
volume of writing
communicating expectations for, 75
and learning to write by writing, 75
Vopat, Jim (*Micro Lessons in Writing: Big Ideas for getting Started*), 59
Vowel Charts for the Middles of Words, 297, 305. See also letters, ABCs

**W**

Walk Your World, 92, 101
Watch Your Tone, 261, 280
Weave in Symbolism, 211, 255
Weeblys, Wikis, and Blogs, 390
Weeks, Sarah, *Oggie Cooder*, 251
Weight the Parts of Your Piece, 167, 201
*The Whales* (Rylant), strong, surprising verbs in, 289
"what could be," imagining, 101
*What Do You Do with an Idea?* (Yamada), 108
*What Else Happened?* 210, 220
*What Is a Bat?* (Kalman and Levine), headings and subheadings in, 200
*What Is a Primate?* (Kalman and Levine), headings, and subheadings, 277
*What Jamie Saw* (Coman), place name in, 291
*What Problem Are You Solving?* 135, 157
*What's Eating You: Parasites--The Inside Story* (Davies), as example of well-supported factual writing, 234
"Wheelbarrow" (Williams), understanding line breaks using, 184
When Did the Action Happen? (Simple, Continuous, and Perfect Tenses), 323, 358
*When I Was Young in the Mountains* (Rylant) as mentor text, 112 refrain in, 195
When's It Big? When's It Small? When's It Big? When's It Small? 297, 302
"Where I'm From" (Lyon), 114
*The Whisper* (Zagarenski) as an imagined book, 185 use of ellipses in, 329

*Whistling* (Partridge), as mentor text, 137 whole-class instruction charts summarizing, 65 field trips as source for ideas, 129 reading aloud and studying mentor texts, 77 storytelling, 366 whole-text structures, 162–63 Why Do You Write? 60, 82 *Wilfred Gordon MacDonald Partridge* (Fox), as mentor text, 105 Willems, Mo

**Word Choice (goal)**

for expressing/describing emotions, 225 and filling out structures, 4 for headings, subheadings, 200 historically accurate, authentic, 245 identifying students who would benefit from, 259–60 importance, 258–59 narrow vs. broad focus, 172 poetry as tool for guiding, 145 strategies

words. continued  
saying slowly, as guide to spelling, 299  
spacing, helping emergent writers with, 301, 325  
unnecessary, identifying and removing, 283, 293  
wordplay, alliteration, 269, 277  
words within words, and part-by-part spelling, 308  
writing using different spellings, 310  
Writers: Teachers and Children at Work (Graves), 27  
A Writer Teaches Writing (Murray), 80, 84, 88, 119, 139, 150, 157–58, 206, 242, 228  
Write the Bones, Then Go Back to Flesh It Out, 167, 206  
Write the "Inside Story," 210, 232  
Write to Vent, Then Turn to Your Project, 60, 87  
Write with Authority: Domain-Specific Vocabulary, 233, 260, 263  
Write Word Wall Words in a Snap! 297, 304  
Writing Across the Pages, 37, 49  
Writing a Life: Teaching Memoir to Sharpen Insight, Shape Meaning—and Triumph Over Tests (Bomer), 113, 130, 207, 224, 232, 254  
On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft (King), 57, 71, 368  
writing centers/environments. See also mentor texts  
atlases, 291  
baby-naming books, 291  
and books/resources to help with spelling, 307  
computers with spell-check in, 315  
first grade/fourth grade examples, 22  
including sources of inspiration/comfort, 74  
materials and supplies, 20–21  
scrap paper in, 216, 219  
setting up to promote independence, 19  
writing folders and notebooks, 10–12, 103  
writing process  
basic, for K–2 students, 10  
and stringing words together, 301  
taking breaks, 76  
varied, sharing with students, 9, 83  
writing small, benefits of, 141  
writing time, planning for, 72  
writing clubs. See also Collaborative Activities (goal); partnerships, partners and accountability, 64  
importance, 360–61  
reasons for, 377  
setting up rules and structures for, 377  
value of, 4  
writing craft. See writers, writing craft  
Writing Fiction: Big Dreams, Tall Ambitions (Calkins and Cruz), 196  
Writing Fiction: A Guide to Narrative Craft, Ninth Edition (Burroway and Stuckey-French), 255  
Writing for Readers: Teaching Skills and Strategies (Calkins and Louis), 42, 305, 307, 325, 364–65  
Writing Pathways (Calkins), 2  
Writing: Teachers and Children at Work (Graves), 295, 313  
The Writing Thief: Using Mentor Texts to Teach the Craft of Writing (Culham), 26, 189, 204, 231, 275  
Writing Through a Mask (Perspective and Point of View), 211, 243  
Writing to Change the World! 92, 100  
writing traits, examples, 2  
writing volume  
expectations for by stage/grade, 58  
and learning to write by writing, 75  
and level of engagement, 19, 57–58  
On Writing Well: The Classic Guide to Writing Nonfiction (Zinsser)  
on carefully choosing words, 278  
on cluttered writing, 208  
on the work of writing, 356  
writing working, and balanced literacy approach, 26–27
Written Anything Good Lately? (Allen and Lindaman), as mentor text, 189
written feedback, 381
Written Response, 362, 381

Y
Yolen, Jane, *Owl Moon*, 137
You Can Come Back to a Piece and Do More, 37, 47

Your Aim: Black on White, 60, 84
*You’re Toast and Other Metaphors We Adore* (Loewen), language play in, 218

Z
Zagarenski, Pamela (*The Whisper*), 185, 329
Zinsser, William
  on carefully choosing words, 283
  on cluttered writing, 208
  on the importance of word choices, 258
  learning to write by writing, 75
  on qualities of good mentor texts, 227
  use of punctuation to enhance rhythm, 338
Zonana, Elisa, on standard written English, 321
*Zoom In on a Moment of Importance*, 135, 141

Visit Heinemann.com for additional resources